
Democratic Officials Continue to Threaten Tech Companies to Censor More

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Since the publication of my book, “The Truth About COVID-19: Exposing The Great Reset,

Lockdowns, Vaccine Passports, and the New Normal,” which became an instant best seller on

Amazon.com, there’s been a signiPcant increase in censorship and ruthless attacks.

Sadly, many of these attacks have been levied by the very people elected to safeguard democracy

and our Constitutional rights. Most recently, U.S. Sen. Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass., sent a letter  to

Andy Jassy, chief executive oVcer of Amazon.com, demanding an “immediate review” of Amazon’s

algorithms to weed out books peddling “COVID misinformation.”

Warren speciPcally singled out “The Truth About COVID-19” as a prime example of “highly-ranked

and favorably-tagged books based on falsehoods about COVID-19 vaccines and cures” that she

wants to see banned from sale.

“Dr. Mercola has been described as ‘the most in5uential spreader of coronavirus

misinformation online,” Warren writes,  adding: “Not only was this book the top result when

searching either ‘COVID-19’ or ‘vaccine’ in the categories of ‘All Departments’ and ‘Books’; it

was tagged as a ‘Best Seller’ by Amazon and the ‘#1 Best Seller’ in the ‘Political Freedom’

category. 

The book perpetuates dangerous conspiracies about COVID-19 and false and misleading

information about vaccines. It asserts that vitamin C, vitamin D and quercetin … can

prevent COVID-19 infection … And the book contends that vaccines cannot be trusted,

when study after study has demonstrated the overwhelming effectiveness and safety of

COVID-19 vaccines.

It should come as no surprise that the book is rife with misinformation. One of the authors,

Dr. Mercola, is one of the ‘Disinformation Dozen,’ a group responsible for 65% of anti-

vaccine content on Facebook and Twitter ...”

Two days later, September 9, 2021, U.S. Rep. Adam Schiff, D-Calif., followed in Warren’s footsteps,

sending letters  to Facebook and Amazon, calling for more proliPc censorship of vaccine

information.

Modern-Day Book Burning

Essentially, what Warren is calling for is modern-day book burning. “The Truth About COVID-19”

exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the countermeasures have nothing to do

with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new social and economic system based

on totalitarian technocracy-led control. So, it’s not misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want

to prevent from spreading.

To make her case, Warren leans on a discredited report by the Center for Countering Digital Hate

(CCDH). In that report, “The Disinformation Dozen,”  the CCDH founder Imran Ahmed claims to have

identiPed the top most in]uential “anti-vaxxers” in the U.S. The problem is Ahmed made that up.

“ [The ‘Disinformation Dozen’] are responsible
for about just 0.05% of all views of vaccine-related
content on Facebook. This includes all vaccine-
related posts they’ve shared, whether true or false,
as well as URLs associated with these people. ~
Monika Bickert, VP Facebook Content Policy”

CCDH ‘Manufactured Narrative Without Evidence’ Facebook Says

August 18, 2021 — nearly three weeks before Warren sent that letter to Amazon — Facebook

actually called out the CCDH for having manufactured a faulty narrative without evidence against

the 12 individuals targeted in its reports.  Monika Bickert, vice president of Facebook content

policy, set the record straight, stating:

“In recent weeks, there has been a debate about whether the global problem of COVID-19

vaccine misinformation can be solved simply by removing 12 people from social media

platforms. People who have advanced this narrative contend that these 12 people are

responsible for 73% of online vaccine misinformation on Facebook. There isn’t any

evidence to support this claim …

That said, any amount of COVID-19 vaccine misinformation that violates our policies is too

much by our standards — and we have removed over three dozen Pages, groups and

Facebook or Instagram accounts linked to these 12 people, including at least one linked to

each of the 12 people, for violating our policies.

We have also imposed penalties on nearly two dozen additional Pages, groups or accounts

linked to these 12 people, like moving their posts lower in News Feed so fewer people see

them or not recommending them to others. We’ve applied penalties to some of their

website domains as well so any posts including their website content are moved lower in

News Feed.

The remaining accounts associated with these individuals are not posting content that

breaks our rules, have only posted a small amount of violating content, which we’ve

removed, or are simply inactive.

In fact, these 12 people are responsible for about just 0.05% of all views of vaccine-related

content on Facebook. This includes all vaccine-related posts they’ve shared, whether true

or false, as well as URLs associated with these people.

The report  upon which the faulty narrative is based analyzed only a narrow set of 483

pieces of content over six weeks from only 30 groups, some of which are as small as 2,500

users. They are in no way representative of the hundreds of millions of posts that people

have shared about COVID-19 vaccines in the past months on Facebook.

Further, there is no explanation for how the organization behind the report identided the

content they describe as ‘anti-vax’ or how they chose the 30 groups they included in their

analysis. There is no justidcation for their claim that their data constitute a ‘representative

sample’ of the content shared across our apps.”

‘Disinfo Dozen’ Barely Register on the Social Media Radar

In its report, the CCDH claims 12 people, including me, are responsible for 65% of anti-vaccine

content on social media. I’m not sure where Bickert got the 73% Pgure from. Either way, we’re not

responsible for anywhere near either 65% or 73%.

According to Facebook’s own investigation, we account for a minuscule 0.05% of vaccine-related

content — 1,460 times lower than the CCDH’s outrageous claim. Still, Warren and myriad other

government oVcials are using the CCDH as some sort of ultimate authority.

U.S. Surgeon General Dr. Vivek Murthy, White House press secretary Jen Psaki and President Biden

have all used the CCDH as the sole source for their wild assertions. Now, Warren wants to use the

CCDH’s fraudulent report to ban the sale of certain books, and she does so even after Facebook

itself has refuted the CCDH report as being baseless!

In an email, Kara Fredrick, a research fellow in technology policy at the Heritage Foundation, told

Fox News that:

“Warren's push for more censorship is yet another example of the growing symbiosis

between Big Tech and big government,” and is indicative of a "broader trend: That of the

Biden Administration and other progressive ohcials attempting to circumvent the

Constitution by pressuring private tech companies to restrict freedom of expression under

a broad dednition of misinformation.”

Fredrick further stressed that “A healthy body politic depends on the genuine interrogation of

ideas,” and that “Big Tech companies’ eagerness to suppress speciPc points of view is already

corroding our free society.”

Freedom Is Corroding Before Our Eyes

Indeed, in early August 2021, I decided to remove the entire article archive from my website —

articles I’ve made available for free for the last 24 years — and only make new articles readable for

48 hours. I did this in an effort to appease the power players who have an arsenal of overwhelming

tools at their disposal, and are actively using them against us.

Cyberwarfare and authoritarian forces are beyond our abilities to withstand, and these changes

were deemed necessary to keep us moving forward, even if hobbled. Still, Warren is not satisPed.

She wants me silenced entirely. She doesn’t even want people willing to pay for the information to

have access to it.

Clearly, she’s panicked about something. Reading her letter, I see before me the giant Goliath,

yelling and screaming for help, demanding an army of Pghters because the pea-sized David with his

makeshift slingshot is in the neighborhood.

What is she really afraid of? Why pick on a person whose social media reach is a fraction of 0.05%?

Could it be because the ‘Disinfo Dozen’ are actually telling the truth, and the truth has a tendency to

win against all odds?

Goal Posts Set in Shifting Quicksand

According to U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention data, Biden met his 70% vaccination

rate at the beginning of August 2021.  For months, we were told that all would be well and good if

only we would meet the goal of 70%.

Yet as soon as it was met, we were told 70% “should be seen as a ]oor, rather than a ceiling” and

Biden went on the news saying his patience with the vaccine hesitant is “wearing thin.” Because a

small minority — if we are to believe CDC data — refuses to take the shot despite myriad bribes,

Biden is now calling on businesses with more than 100 employees to mandate the COVID shots or

face Pnes.

It’s beyond irrational, and to many seems highly irrational, unjustiPed and unconstitutional. This is

especially egregious as ALL illness and injury expenses will be paid by the patient, even though

they were forced to take the injection as the companies have zero liability.

However, as noted by Dr. Peter Breggin in yesterday’s interview, these actions are completely logical

once you realize we are at war, and there are evil people out there who are intentionally trying to

hurt us under the banner of providing protection. It’s no different than being in an abusive

relationship where the abuser says he or she is beating you and locking you in the basement “to

make you a better person.”

The Web of Elite Extremists Behind the Censorship

I’ve written many articles over the years about attempts by various groups and organizations to

smear my credibility and label this site as a fake news hub. In March 2021, it was The Bureau of

Investigative Journalism (TBIJ) that accused me of spreading misinformation about vaccines and

COVID-19.

Not surprisingly, TBIJ is funded by Bill Gates,  a leading force within the technocratic takeover

movement who doles out money to anything and anyone that will help further the globalist agenda,

including media.

In November 2019, as if blessed with some particular foresight, the Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation gave TBIJ a $1,068,169 grant from its “Global Health and Development Public

Awareness and Analysis” advocacy program.

Other TBIJ sponsors include  the Google News Initiative,  George Soros’ Open Society Foundation

and the Wellcome Trust.  All of these — Gates, Google, Soros and Wellcome — are easily identiPed

as parts of the technocratic globalist network that is reaping unprecedented Pnancial rewards from

the pandemic.

Whose Interests Does CCDH Protect and Promote?

While the Pnancial supporters of the CCDH are far more opaque, it seems clear this group is yet

another front for the technocratic power structure. It’s founded by a British national and

unregistered foreign agent named Imran Ahmed, who is also a member of the Steering Committee

on Countering Extremism Pilot Task Force under the British government’s Commission for

Countering Extremism.

When you think about it, isn’t it rather curious that American government oVcials are targeting and

violating the Constitutional rights of citizens based on the opinions of an unregistered foreign

agent funded by dark money?  As noted in a July 20, 2021, Drill Down article:

“When a report goes viral in the news cycle, it only makes sense to question where it came

from — especially if that report has in5uence all the way up to the Oval Ohce, affecting

public health policy, while also having dangerous implications for free speech.

The Center for Countering Digital Hate … released a bombshell report earlier this week. It

was picked up everywhere and had the following revelation: The majority of COVID

misinformation came from just 12 people … But could this be a wily gambit by outside

interests to justify the Biden administration’s censorship partner-up with Big Tech? …

According to its website, the left-wing Center for Countering Digital Hate prides itself on

‘researching, exposing, and then shutting down users and news sites it deems

unacceptable in the digital sphere.’

Users and news sites it deems unacceptable? That seems potentially dangerous,

considering we know very little about the CCDH. Senator Josh Hawley (R-MO) expressed

his concerns on Twitter with the following post:

‘Who is funding this overseas dark money group — Big Tech? Billionaire activists? Foreign

governments? We have no idea. Americans deserve to know what foreign interests are

attempting to in5uence American democracy’ …

No one knows who funds them. No one knows who is driving their research. But their

dndings are being used in censorship efforts under the guise of controlling

misinformation?”

Violating Bioethical Principles Puts Lives at Risk

The sad irony is that government oVcials are really the ones contributing to most of the

unnecessary death and suffering by not adhering to bioethical principles that are enshrined in law.

These laws exist for a good reason. They protect people from unnecessary harm and unwanted

medical risks.

As an experimental trial participant, which is what everyone is at the moment who accepts a COVID

shot, you have the right to receive full disclosure of any adverse event risks. Based on that

disclosure, you then have the right to decide whether you want to participate.

Adverse event risk disclosure should be provided at the level of detail disclosed in any drug

package insert. Not only do vaccinees not get any such disclosure documents, the censorship also

prevents them from getting any balancing information regarding their risk-reward ratio, along with

risk of death and permanent disability, from other sources, be it through Google searches, social

media or mainstream news.

When given just one side of the story, informed consent simply isn’t possible, and as such, violates

several different national and international laws, including the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations 45

CFR 46 (subpart A, the Belmont report),  the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

treaty,  the Declaration of Helsinki  and the Nuremberg Code.  U.S. Supreme Court rulings have

also clariPed that Americans have the right to choose their own health care in general.

As just one example of many, Marie Follmer, in an interview with Robert F. Kennedy Jr.,  said no one

ever warned her there was a risk of myocarditis. Her athletic son, Greyson, took the shot and is now

unable to do much of anything and she fears he might die.

She admits not doing any of her own research, blindly trusting what she was told. Now, she

distrusts the whole process, including doctors, as all have refused to acknowledge that there might

be a link to the shot, and no one knows how to treat him.

Most importantly, the acceptance of an experimental product must be fully voluntary and

uncoerced. Enticement is forbidden. It’s downright impossible to argue that incentives ranging from

free junk food to million-dollar lotteries and threats of losing your job, refusal of an education, travel

and shopping restrictions and more do not constitute coercion.

At the end of the day, if you decide you want to participate in a medical experiment, whatever it

might be, that’s up to you. But everyone else also has that same right to choose.

Sen. Warren Threatens Amazon to Ban ‘The Truth About COVID-19’

Since the publication of my latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” which became an instant best

seller on Amazon.com, there’s been a signiPcant increase in calls for censorship and ruthless

attacks against me.

Most recently, so-called “progressive” U.S. Sen. Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass., in an outrageous,

slanderous and basically unconstitutional attempt to suppress free speech, sent a letter to Amazon,

demanding an “immediate review” of their algorithms to weed out books peddling “COVID

misinformation.”

Warren speciPcally singled out “The Truth About COVID-19” as a prime example of “highly ranked

and favorably tagged books based on falsehoods about COVID-19 vaccines and cures” that she

wants to see banned from sale.

Two days later, U.S. Rep. Adam Schiff, D-Calif., followed in Warren’s footsteps, sending letters to

Facebook and Amazon, calling for more proliPc censorship of vaccine information. Even President

Joe Biden has recently used a debunked report as his sole source to call for my censorship.

Sadly, these attacks are being levied by the very people elected to safeguard democracy and our

Constitutional rights. Essentially, what they are calling for is modern-day book burning. This is a

democracy, not a monarchy.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this
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The cruel attack that the globalist elites are carrying out with the great legacy of Dr. Mercola who is informing together with leading

scientists the truth of this false pandemic and the intentions of implanting a tyrant state has no possible dePnition. Senator Elizabeth

Warren wants to abolish the First Amendment, she wants to suppress the right to freedom of expression relying on a discredited

report from the Center for the Pght against digital hatred and her own beliefs that she is not even a doctor. She is in]uenced by the

interests of the globalist elites who obey a fascist state.

"Warren's push for more censorship is yet another example of the growing symbiosis between Big Tech and big government," Kara

Frederick, a research fellow in technology policy at the Heritage Foundation, told Fox News in an email. She also warned that Warren's

letter indicates a "broader trend: That of the Biden Administration and other progressive oVcials attempting to circumvent the

Constitution by pressuring private tech companies to restrict freedom of expression under a broad dePnition of misinformation."

Knowledge is part of human culture, which is expressed through the arts such as painting, literature, music, sculpture and other

cultural manifestations, but the predominant means of dissemination is the book, due to its implications in the Peld of knowledge. .

The book, reading, writing, constitute the pillars of human development, the diffusion and democratization of culture, the individual

improvement of man as a person. Dr. Mercola is a hero who defends democracy, who advocates freedom of expression, and his

reports and books are a great legacy to humanity to follow the path of truth, health and freedom. I hope that the tyranny of Biden and

all those who attack Dr. Mercola and free speech will be the one that will be declared unconstitutional in the near future.
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Good point Gui, they are circumventing the Constitution via private tech companies, which means they know its illegal what they

are wanting to do.  It's kind of like when you tell a lie you do so because you know what your doing is wrong, thus the lie.
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I am deeply disappointed that Elizabeth Warren is acting in such an unconstitutional way. Her position so far had seemed to be

very much the opposite, all along and she was one of the very few politicians in whom I had faith. Alas, the betrayal is now

evident. On her website, she made a statement that she is  "Pghting for big, structural change". Evidently she is not kidding, but

the form that change takes is not what she had promised. 2020.elizabethwarren.com  If she really is all about ending free

speech and the free press, she is a dictator and not supporting our democracy as (mis)represented.

Someone recently posted that she had lost a brother to COVID. My heart goes out to her. However, that is NO excuse for

censoring free speech, undermining the free press, and for going up against real scientiPc debate. In fact, it should become the

"place" from which such debate is all the *more* encouraged. Shame on Elizabeth Warren for promising to uphold democracy

while actively undermining it and abusing her position in oVce, invoking powers that she neither rightfully nor legally has! If

Elizabeth Warren ever runs for President again, I now will be sure to not vote for her, and will also spread word about what she

has done, now. Sad, sad day.

And all this for a "vaccine" that is openly stated to not prevent disease spread! Elizabeth Warren, and all people, must do their

research and question assumptions. Undermining democracy is happening based on empty assumptions! If we want any hope

at all of retrieving our democracy, it would seem that we need to unseat about 90% of our politicians, replace them all, and

overturn many unconstitutional laws, not limited to but including the misnamed Citizens  United. The Government Of

BigPharma, By Big Pharma and For Big Pharma was not written into the Constitution! Corporations are Not people! Citizens

United is Unconstitutional, and has to be overturned! BigPharma is Not My Doctor, and neither is Elizabeth Warren!
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While freedom of expression is attacked, the data shows the truth: Further evidence proving the Covid-19 vaccination

programme is a huge failure has been released which conPrms throughout the whole of August 80% of the people who allegedly

died of Covid-19 had been vaccinated against the disease. The report provides an array on data on testing, quarantining,

vaccinations, cases, hospitalisations, and deaths but it doesn’t get very interesting until you read Table 15 which covers the

number of Covid-19 positive cases by week and vaccination status.

theexpose.uk/2021/09/08/exclusive-80-percent-of-covid-19-deaths-in-aug..
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Communication is a foundation to being Together, Together. This process of many voices comes up with positive solutions,

sometimes longer than we would like, but with determination people get there.  Wing nuts, and goof balls get winnowed out,

usually before problems get to deep. When it's all top down, it's from one or few individuals and as we can see leads to bigger

and more messes.
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According to the expose.co.uk there were 30,305 deaths in the UK between January and June, 2021 within 21 days of receiving

an injection against the “COVID-19” viral infection. These claims are based on the UK OVce of National Statistics(ONS)

website.  Quite diVcult to check ONS Pgures as, having last year researched the UK annual in]uenza mortality count  which has

been running at approximately 30,000 since 1900,  it was a surprise to Pnd that these had dropped to approximately a few

hundred in 2020. Not counting the U.S. VAERS and the UK Yellow Card Scheme for statistically recorded adverse effects and

deaths after injections, how does Senator Warren propose to equate these Pgures with her assertion that  “study after study has

demonstrated the overwhelming effectiveness and safety of COVID-19 vaccines.”   How can there be “study after study” when

the injections were granted only emergency approval by the FDA or MHRA, which may happen in spite of incomplete studies

and/or no other treatments being available?

We can contact the Senator with the following:  (1) Please provide a list of the studies referred to which illustrates  “…the

overwhelming effectiveness and safety of COVID-19 vaccines.”     (2) VAERS and the Yellow Card Scheme (U.K.) report adverse

effects and deaths,  not “overwhelming effectiveness and safety of COVID-19 vaccines.”   (3) Vaccine makers  themselves do

not claim to prevent the spread of infection, only that injections may lessen symptoms.

 theexpose.uk/2021/09/15/30k-people-died-within-21-days-of-having-a-cov..  ~

www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/d..
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HOW BIG PHARMA, THE CDC AND BIG MEDICINE HAVE DECEIVED US BY THE CUNNING USE OF STATISTICS – AND

PROPAGANDA. By Gary G. Kohls, MD. “The multimillionaire owners, investors, lobbying groups and think tanks of corporate

America have become grotesquely wealthy – and powerful – because of their investments in the multitude of highly proPtable

anti-democratic (non-elected) entities that over-charge for the drugs and vaccines. The toxic adverse side effects include

adverse drug-drug and vaccine-vaccine interactions, which are actually iatrogenic disorders (= doctor- or drug-caused). The

control that those corporate entities have acquired is easily seen in the day-to-day activities of America’s corporate-inPltrated

White House, Congress and Supreme Court, each of which is doing the biding of whatever entities are currently proPting from

Wall Street’s and War Street’s often secret agendas.”

"There should be no surprise as to why many governmental entities, many of our regulatory agencies, Big Pharma, Big Vaccine,

Wall Street, etc have lost credibility with awakened citizens. But in this column, I have focused on the CDC, which buys and sells

4 billion dollars-worth of vaccines every year from their cronies in the Big Vaccine corporations. The CDC also, it must be

pointed out, owns 56 vaccine-related patents that are projected to make the CDC’s elites a lot of money in the future, much of

which will be used for the lavish bonuses for the higher-ups. And the FDA is not much cleaner. Con]icts of interest are

everywhere." www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/gary-g-kohls/how-big-pharma-the-cdc-and-bi..  (September 20, 2021)
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mirandola, Not to mention Senator Warren was a Republican back when? But there were other things during the Primary that I

noticed regarding Senator Warren that I didn't like so this is no surprise to me! There is only one that if they came out backing

up Senator Warren and the others to take away our free speech that would be a really big surprise and disappointment to me! I

don't think enough people stop to think about how many politicians on BOTH sides voted for The Patriot Act that started taking

some of our freedoms away. IMO Democrats are just more bold in these things that would take away our speech or other things

I would disagree with while some Republicans believe the same but much more quiet about it.

It was the wrong move Republicans that were violent back in January as that just something Democrats have been able to use

to back up some of their agenda. I make no excuses for those that did violence at the Capitol. They were going after both Dems

and Republicans and some they hurt they didn't even know what their political views are. There really needs to be a lot more

peaceful protesting in HUGE numbers at the oVces of all those that would take our freedoms away and that pass bills that

major Corporations want. I think that's the only way to stop it?
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Country_Me et al, thank you for doing your research and watching which parties voted for which bills. I think if All Of America

did this, ongoing, we would have a different America. Re what to do: Protests are not the sole solution. Class action lawsuits

(more effective than singular) are part of the key. Educate people, take up the power of the peaceful pen! Identify and rebut

beliefs in peoples' heads, this is key to spawning change. Contact grassroots, lawyers, doctors, underground journalists, send

articles and bitchutes with only the most highly credible sources and citations. I think *These* are the solutions right now.

Thank you all.
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Elizabeth Warren has been a fraud from the beginning, claiming American Indian heritage to further her chances when it was all

proved false.
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Warren CLAIMS to oppose monopolies. Which I agree with. But her actions drown out her words.
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It doesn't take too much reasoning ability to Pgure out Warren is nothing more than scum.  As noted, there was her attempt at

playing chameleon, riches that don't jive with income (insider trading on steroids - investing in companies you know will benePt

from your votes, taking bribes (lobby by another name) etc.) and, now, blatant lies to further the OBSCENELY proPtable [and

lethal] vaccine scam.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirándola: "she had lost a brother to COVID" translation to English "lost a brother to failure to cure a SARS-CoV-2 infection."
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola Since I am a Independent I call it on both sides when their votes are not in our best interest and that causes me to

catch it from both sides LOL Instead of more people doing more research too many people stand behind their party regardless

of what they do wrong and not sure why that is? I agree with your other solutions, too, and I should had thought to mention them

as I have also contacted lawyers, organizations, regarding what's going on with our freedoms. That CNN hit piece against Dr.

Mercola really upset me along with everything else that's going on against our freedoms. I hope Dr. Mercola is suing them!!

I just think huge numbers of people out peacefully protesting and I do mean huge numbers would get more attention for

politicians to see just how many people are not going to roll over allowing our freedoms to be taken away. I have a lot of

problems trying to get transportation to a vet that doesn't demand all the vaccinations to treat my dog because everyone I know

says, "why don't you just take them closer to the vet near you?" The vets closest to me are just as bad about wanting pets to be

over vaccinated, too!
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Darzoum
Joined On 12/15/2010 1:27:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Guillermo, good analysis.  Book-burning Democrats... that should be an oxymoron, but through the miracle of cognitive

dissonance, the likes of Warren and Schiff seem to be clueless to the irony of their actions.  Also, there is a ton of base, useless

junk that gets passed off as culture and school programs these days; why are they okay with "freedom of expression" when it

come to material with no redeemable value while a doctor exercising his 1st Amendment rights is openly attacked for advising

people who are free to listen or not?
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermou,  The depth of knowledge you have about the US and its constitution and all the other topics frequently discussed

here never cease to amaze me.  If only most Americans had the understanding that you, as a Spaniard, have.

Shannon - Yup, a direct assault on the constitution would get a lot of blowback, so use the tech giants to push your agenda.

mirandola - It does seem that the people in government pushing this agenda are completely clueless about whats really going

on.

steve - the wing nuts and goof balls seem to be running the show.

Cabochon - The ONS makes the CDC look like play time in kindergarten.

Country Me - With both having been captured by corporate interests, there is now little difference between the two parties.  They

both work for big money, not the people.

versatile - Bingo.

Darzoum - Yes, hypocrisy on steroids.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui. I agree with you comments. Sadly in Scotland today starts the vaccinations of 12 to 15 year old with or without their

parents consent. Also I hear Australia is already referring to The New World  - disheartening.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Country_me, Bravo! I love that you stand for what's right instead of towing party lines. So silly how people en masse do that. I

think if ALL Americans (and citizens world wide) looked up what Each Politician voted for (or even just the ones in their

State/Federal area), and read the text of bills, we would have a different America. I can't recommend this highly enough. (FYI

During the 9-11-01 era the Republicans were the ones who solidly voted for the torture bill, or the Military Commissions Act, w

hile the Dems voted solidly against it...again followng party lines. Now things have reversed, I am stunned!)

Krofter, thankyou, I think education of the politicians is key and one of the things we can do. Meet in groups under the umbrella

of an already established grassroots entity, in order to secure a meeting in the Prst place. This will be with an Aide who however,
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of an already established grassroots entity, in order to secure a meeting in the Prst place. This will be with an Aide who however,

should relay if they are doing their job. And they should be objective (ask them questions to assure this).

Tracy, well said!! Further, the criminal act as we all know, is such that the helpful medical nterventions were actively withheld

and discouraged! Dissed int he mainstream "news"! It is written on the CA Bar's website that to hasten death is legally, murder.

Some people must be prosecuted and imprisoned for the longterm or for life.

Observation: Previously it was the CDC, FDA going up against natural remedies to oust any competition. And while that is all the

more the case now than ever before, what is apparent is not that they have a prejudice just against naturopathy, alone. Instead,

they have a prejudice against Anything Competing WIth the Bottom Line. Right now, vaccines are the cash cow. And ivermectin,

HCQ were actively withheld. What does this tell us? Thank God many doctors are waking up! Our tax dollars are NOT to be used

to fund our abuse! There are many politicians on our side! Please see my thread linking about two dozen who are Pghting the

 unconstitutional Biden vaccine mandates.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All necessary and interesting comments in support of the great work of Dr. Mercola. Shannonaz, Just, David, Krofter, MoMac46

... you all have my gratitude. We are all conPdent that the legacy of Dr. Mercola will be appreciated by millions of people. Dr.

Mercola has proven to be a hero resisting the harsh attacks suffered by the deep state that only defends the interests of the

powerful tyrants who are ruling in a fascist state. I want to quote these phrases of Dr. Mercola that dePnes the tyrannical

situation of the United States

“Since the publication of my latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” which became an instant best seller on Amazon.com,

there’s been a signiPcant increase in calls for censorship and ruthless attacks against me. The sad irony is that government

oVcials are really the ones contributing to most of the unnecessary death and suffering by not adhering to bioethical principles

that are enshrined in law. These laws exist for a good reason. They protect people from unnecessary harm and unwanted

medical risks. Sadly, these attacks are being levied by the very people elected to safeguard democracy and our Constitutional

rights. Essentially, what they are calling for is modern-day book burning. This is a democracy, not a monarchy.”
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am not credential reliant regarding the truth.  Like the 'experts',  I investigate what I don't know, both the point and counter

point, and make my decision accordingly.  The scientiPc knowledge acquired by 'experts' is not divinely or immaculately

inspired.  It is learned.  Fallacy of authority is a fallacy of logic:  Being "authoritative" does not guarantee objective validity or

make one honest.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a concerned citizen, supporting the US Constitution and invoking the fact that I, and we American citizens, pay for our

politicians to uphold, protect and defend this precious writ, for which many soldiers have died; as a person deeply loyal to and

loving our Democracy and the cherished birthright of human freedom; as a proponent of two-way and open debate; concerned

that health science by dePnition requires debate from all sides of the aisle; opposing the censoring of accurate and true VAERS

based information and wrongfully calling it "misinformation";  invoking the fact that the First Amendment is in the Prst position

of the US Constitution for terribly important reason:

I hereby call for the immediate resignation or removal from public oVce, of any public oVcial who censors, advocates for

censorship, and advocates for the equivalent of book burning in the United States of America. Any public oVcial who

disrespects the US Constitution in action not just words, and who takes authoritarian power into their hands which is legally

forbidden by the US Constitution, must be immediately removed from public oVce. This is in the interest of our American

democracy.  Our public oVcials are elected and appointed to serve, not to govern, and only by consent of the governed. We pay

you to uphold, protect and defend the US constitution, with our tax dollars, in fulPllment of your sworn oath of oVce. Thank you.
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Wherever books are burned human beings are destined to be burned soon after." Heinrich Heine (100 years before Hitler appeared).

 The question is "what are they afraid of?"  The truth?  Another point of view?  No!  They are afraid that they won't have complete

control if people think for themselves. Dr Mercola it is an honour to be in the company of such greats who had their books burned in

the 1950s such as Einstein, Freud, Helen Keller and Ernest Hemingway.  Keep writing to make sense of this world gone mad  ... it is

saving our lives .... and they hate it!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, The Orage, where books are burned, people's wisdom ends up also burning, the wisdom of Dr. Mercola who has worked

together with independent scientists so that humanity would know the secrets of health, of the freedom of expression

repressed by the pharmaceutical industry and its corporate allies. The globalist elites do not represent us, because they give

humanity tyranny and regression to a fascist state.

At an international meeting, held in Spain within the framework of the Alliance of Civilizations, ”from the Library of Alexandria to

the present day“ a score of thinkers had the objective of analyzing the role of the Alliance of Civilizations as an instrument to

“reconcile and help to calm cultural tensions ".

The meeting closed with a manifesto that insisted on "the urgent need to prevent fundamentalism and exclusive cultural

egocentrism from occupying the terrain that corresponds to dialogue, peace and freedom of the spirit." It also underlines the

importance of promoting, disseminating and encouraging "the use of conventional and digital libraries, as well as other

technological supports, as effective instruments at the service of international understanding and in conjunction with the

promotion of human rights and peace, among other values ". That is, to Pght against the tyranny of the repressors of freedom

and human rights.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Necessity is the plea for every infringement of human freedom. It is the argument of tyrants, it is the creed of slaves". --- Paul

Revere Jr. House of Commons. "First they laugh at you, then they Pght you, then you win" ---Mahatma Ghandi. Well I want all

Pghting and  mud slinging, undermining and unconstitutional censoring, to be ceased and desisted from...Now!
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM
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@ TheOrage~  Loved your post, totally agreeing with you, as I've said (along with thousands of others) it's all about CONTROL!!!

 When I Prst saw the headline in my email, my Prst thought was.....How LOW can they go???  These people are so evil they can't

have a conscience.

...

I feel so sorry for Dr. Mercola who's had to face one BIG challenge after another.  I know it's diVcult at times to understand, but

remember, God is still in control.
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM
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I am tired of the terminology "Anti-Vaxxer" being applied to me without my consent. -I am a "Pro-Truther".  So is Dr. Mercola. If

Elizabeth Warren & the current President of the United States have a problem with that, then they can move to China where they

belong.  It's interesting, all these beaurocrat career politicians taking such a keen interest in our health all of a sudden---my oh my.  Yet

they were just Pne with ciggarettes, soda, & opioids pushed on the American Public, of which have killed more than Covid ever will.  All

this hoopla cause we won't take their Vax....hmm.  How dare us have the audacity to not NEED their vax & take control of our own

health.  Yikes, the ultimate sin.  

The problem with these folks is they don't realize that we are not the mindless minions, we can actually think for ourselves.  They

never got Dr. Mercola, he doesn't have this following because of a book or his site, he has it because he empowers the individual, thus

they are a little late to the table if they think banning this book would make any difference in silencing opposition.  It will ferment it all

the more. Dr. Mercola and we the people will not be censored.  Government would be wise at this point to remember who they work

for..... Dr. Tenpenny posted today, some good points touched upon:  Mycoplasma & how to detox in preparation for Autumn amidst

Covid: rumble.com/vmokmd-critically-thinking-with-dr.-t-and-dr.-p-episode-62-..
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GaryMcCollom
Joined On 4/26/2021 4:25:59 AM
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If you don't have Telegram friend, you should get it pronto, only place that Google, Facebook, Microsoft and Apple have no

control over. Many truthers are on there.
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Guillermou
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Yes, shannonaz, that is, the promotion of junk food, vaccines, drugs, repressions against freedom. Elizabeth Warren is also the

one who unveiled her "Medicare for All" plan, which she says will provide everyone living in the United States with health care.

Under Warren's plan, no one living in America will have to pay even "a penny" for health care because all those trillions of dollars

will come from wealthy people and corporations. It was a fantasy plan where the chain of actions entered a loss, despite the

fact that vaccines and drugs entered the promotion of this plan, to feed the proPts of the supposed payers. Where that plan

ended, the answer is obvious. The US has the most expensive and worst medical care in the world.

They are demonstrations that want to promote the pharmaceutical industry. A tyranny that is reaching inconceivable limits like

the one imposed by Biden increases the pressure on the unvaccinated and companies face Pnes if their workers reject the jab

and the rules for federal employees, saying they have 75 days to get vaccinated. Otherwise, their employment could be

terminated unless they are exempt.

Gates and Fauci are the gods of evil, who supported the gain of the show and created a terrorist weapon. Now Biden is the

architect of medical tyranny. According to Ryan, the “insane” and “fraudulent” full approval of the Comirnaty vaccine from PPzer

and its German partner BioNTech only served to divert attention away from President Joe Biden’s weakening rule. He added that

the approval was a last-ditch move to boost Biden’s tanking approval ratings. "The Biden puppet masters want to roll out the

medical martial law, and this is what they want," Ryan said. www.brighteon.com/c769365d-2b0b-4368-b753-1dd55a0d8dfe
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Thanks for the link Gui. Since we could all use a little good news, looks like Montana is the only U.S. state banning Covid

Vaccine Mandate for employees: fortune.com/2021/08/20/montana-Prst-us-state-to-ban-covid-vaccine-req..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Shannonaz, more good news. Biden tenure is contested by twenty-seven Republican governors or attorneys general

who have pledged to Pght the latest executive order issued by President Joe Biden requiring that more than 80 million private

employees receive COVID vaccinations or undergo weekly tests, or your employer will be Pned. “When you have a president like

Biden issuing unconstitutional edicts against the American people, we have a responsibility to stand up for the Constitution and

to Pght back, and we are doing that in the state of Florida,” he said. “This is a president who has acknowledged in the past he

does not have the authority to force this on anybody, and this order would result potentially in millions of Americans losing their

jobs.” bossierpress.com/more-than-half-of-u-s-states-vow-to-Pght-bidens-vacc..
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Bless these beautiful people!!
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ShannonAZ, you wrote: "I am tired of the terminology "Anti-Vaxxer" being applied to me without my consent." SUSTAINED

APPLAUSE!!!! WELL SAID!!!!! I have been thinking much the same thing. The Anti-vaxx term is all of the below: ~Air headed,

empty-minded, unresearched, Hen Pecking Gossip and Mud Slinging mindset ~Slander, Defamation ~Cyberbullying, bullying , a

form of mental abuse and public brain washing, coaching the public to hate and potentially to violence of citizens against

citizens ~Directly above, treason ~An attack on freedom of thought, bodily autonomy, health sovereignty ~Violence because

those with side effects, medical maiming and death are dismissed "there is no clear connection to the vaccine"

www.bitchute.com/.../G4clrGsuKW4e  

It is far beyond time for this to STOP!  We are not fools. We are not air headed. We are very researched in our opinions, our

concerns! With or without research, we the people have Every Right to refuse becoming a lab rat in a dangerous "Experiment",

the outcome of which is probably already known and foreseen. Further, for monkeys to develop such autoimmune attack

post-vaccine when exposed to the live virus, that they died with blood and pus in their lung aveoli, and for this inconvenient truth

to be truncated and excluded from the study results, is pure violence. vaxinsider.com/the-covid-vaccines---part-2  We the

People have EVERY right to protect our health and wellbeing from even the mere potential for harm, let alone where harm is

already demonstrated! The architects of and participants in this saga must stand to center for public shame for such bullying,

aggression and coercion ...at all...let alone for something this dangerous!
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I'm not an anti-vaxxer, I'm a Pro-Truther...Thank You. The Anti-Vaxxer label is the Divide to Rule Crowd's bumper sticker control

the narrative, out ]ank their annoying collateral damage's from speaking out on the unseen, unspoken, generally unknown or

realized by the general public in order to  hang on to their dying unnatural, unsustainable system. As more Dr's & healthcare

workers who realize all is not well speak out. As more information loses it's once shielded previous protection, because so

many suffer from that which Can Not Be Named.

It's becoming impossible to believe Fauci didn't lie about his connections to Wuhan, more people are having side affects &

breakthrough infections, the many Jabs are next to useless if they don't prevent infections, instead spread infections, increase

variants & more. It's bubbling up to the light of day, We are Pro-Truthers. The worst damage is from the top downs behavior and

policies. Regular old run of mill vaccines don't work the way they are advertised, let alone these Jab monstrosities. And, this is

just the tip of the spear of what we are we are Pro-Truth about.

When the largest #'s suffering the worst of the worst are overweight, chronically ill, & more...why? Because of Factory farms,

processed Food, additives, poisonous med's or treatments, laws preventing the individual, or community's from engaging in a

healthy behavior. Just how protected the Too Big's are from liability, & Big Pharma is already protected in ways unafforded other

corporations and the many Jabs in ways unimagined before. The more this goes on, the deeper the Power Brokers dig in with

their lies misinformation and gaslighting misdirection the harder it is to make those lies seem true. You can fool all of the

people some of the time, you can fool some of the people some of the time, you can't fool all of the people all of the time. - A. L.
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If you want to protect yourself from demonstrated side effects/harm/possible death, you are "anti vaxx". If you support freedom

of choice without directly going up against vaccines, you are "anti vaxx". This term is so over-invoked that it loses credibility. Got

change?  

FYI ShannonAZ et al, I posted a bunch of links of attorneys general, Senators, GOP lawmakers all opposing and Pghting Biden's

unconstitutional vaccine mandates. There are a surprising number of them, this is good news! There is hope.
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I prefer the term "Pure Blood." That is what we are and they will need us when the carnage is over. This is why the push is only

for 70% of the population to be uploaded(this is not a vax). 30% will remain, PURE BLOODS.
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shannonaz, You said, "I am tired of the terminology "Anti-Vaxxer" being applied to me without my consent." Anyone who calls

someone opposed to coerced "vacccines" and masking an "anti-vaxxer" or a "spreader" is doing so intentionally in order to

dehumanize another human being. That person is signalling his or her willingness to initiate attacks and commit murder

when--not if--government operators announce that civilians can attack and kill those "anti-vaxxers" and "spreaders" with

impunity.

Biden encouraged that dehumanizing in his latest diktat when he pontiPcated about a "pandemic of the unvaccinated", thus

dehumanizing all who refuse to receive the jabs, and implicitly endorsing initiated violence against them. A California

congressional candidate publicly suggested on social media on August 9, 2021 that "We should be allowed to shoot" anyone

who argues against taking precautions against COVID-19.

Steve Cox, an independent candidate running to represent the California's 39th Congressional District, was responding to

conservative commentator Matt Walsh on Twitter, writing: "Whenever anyone says 'we all die from something' (or a variation

thereof) to justify not taking precautions to help protect others in this pandemic, we should be allowed to shoot them." ... "Why

are you crying? We all die from something. For you, it's that bullet in your gut." — Steve Cox (@RealSteveCox) August 9, 2021 -

VIENNA, Ill. — An apparent argument over the COVID-19 vaccine between half-brothers led to a fatal shooting Saturday night

(August 28,2021) in southern Illinois.

Larry D. Cavitt, 68, of Goreville, was charged with two counts of Prst-degree murder, Class M felonies, on Monday, August 31,

2021.  Cavitt was also charged with aggravated battery with use of a Prearm.  Stand opposed by continuing to speak the truth

about "vaccines" and masks, and be prepared anywhere you go to defend yourself from an attack.  You have those rights. Assert

them. Defend them.
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them. Defend them.
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I disagree about Telegram being the only independent site.  Gab is fantastic for its freedoms!
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I use Gab. The man who runs it refuses to be bullied and is encouraging a parallel society/economy. Torbe was smart enough to

get his own server. Parler made two mistakes. They shared a server with Amazon. After getting back up they turned on their

user base to become more "woke." Few use it, if it's still up.
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Thanks Shannon!
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USA has not been based upon Founding Ideals for ages.  Individual natural rights. . .the Anti-federalists warned about what

would happen if the Constitution were adopted. .  .a blank check on power.  The so-called public schools are based on the

commie idea that the young are State Property- this goes back to the 1830s. Did you know that The Pledge of Allegiance was

written by a Communist/Socialist?  Frances Bellamy, 1892. Hologram of Liberty: The Constitution's Shocking Alliance With Big

Government Kindle Edition by Kenneth W. Royce  (Author), Boston T. Party  (Author)  Format: Kindle Edition

>>We had two sets of Founding Fathers: the 1770s set who kicked off the Revolutionary War, and the 1780s set who agitated for

a constitutional convention in 1787. Except for a few persons, they were different men -- and with different agenda. Jefferson

did not write the Constitution, but most Americans seem to believe that it was a Jeffersonian product as his Declaration of

Independence. If you've ever wondered how we came to have a leviathan federal government that was supposed to remain

small and dePned -- Hologram of Liberty will explain what happened.

The 1997 edition is sold out and out of print, and was replaced in June by the 2012 second edition (ISBN 1888766131), which

has 100 new pages, and thoroughly covers the 10th Amendment, Firearms Freedom Acts, Obamacare, and comparisons

between other constitutions. That brought his 1997 classic fully up to date, and now you can also enjoy it on Kindle! For all

those who have the out-of-print 1997 edition of Hologram of Liberty, here is a synopsis of what is new in the 2012 edition:

Introduction updated, with a farewell to political book writing

www.amazon.com/Hologram-Liberty-Constitutions-Shocking-Government-eboo..
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javelinpress.com/hologram_of_liberty.html      new $27, impossible to Pnd elsewhere [$8 on kindle]
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Hi Shannonaz, when people ask me if I'm "anti-vax" I borrow Dr Zelenko's line and tell them "NO ... I'm anti-stupid". My friend was

in a supermarket the other day and she wasn't wearing a mask.  Someone asked her where her mask was and she said "I have

an allergy".  "An allergy to what" they asked: ...  "I'm allergic to B S" she replied and walked off.
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Isn’t it funny crime has all but disappeared off the front pages of the news.  Has it gone away?  Elizabeth Warren, please do your job

and go after the real criminals, you know the ones terrorising poor neighbourhoods, selling drugs, killing people randomly on the

expressways of Chicago, breaking into people’s homes, committing spousal and child abuse oh I could go on but you get the picture.

Free speech is a constitutional right in the USA.  If you don’t like it move. But meanwhile do your job and leave people who are not

breaking the law alone.
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Add to the list of criminals to go after, those who create, dispense, administer, coerce, bully, misrepresent, genetic modiPcation

"vaccines" and all vaccines with such severe "Side effects" that medically maim and kill people.

www.bitchute.com/.../G4clrGsuKW4e  ~ vaxinsider.com/the-covid-vaccines---part-2  ~ Had Enough?

www.anhinternational.org/resources/anh-intl-heartbeat/enough-and-not-e..
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If E. Warren and the rest of the technocrats have their way, anyone who challenges the narrative of the the healthcare system

will be charged as a terrorist. The Obama Administration tried to make that happen. It would have happened already had Hillary

won the 2016 election. Now that Biden's at the wheel, they will try to cram 8 years worth of laws into 4. Besides making it a

federal crime to say anything that discredits the medical system, they plan to charge people that own more than one house

more taxes, and they plan to charge people who own guns that Pre more than 1 round extra registration fees (taxes). Then they

intend to completely ban all weapons that resemble an assault weapon.
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premiademar14
Joined On 6/22/2008 7:42:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How have we given up our freedom to a bunch of  bullies, evil, liars and Satanist.. So many millions of young lives were lost in the wars

to give us freedom, what a joke, we just let it go. We celebrate ANZAC day to remember all the people who died, they gave up their

lives in vain.  Shame on us, some of the young boys, were 16 years old they put up their ages to serve the queen, OMG, if they only

knew how evil the Royals are, never mind, one way or another, things have to come to a head, we win or we become slaves.
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Yes, awardmar14. Many people suffered and paid with their lives to combat the oppression that has been evidenced in many

countries throughout history, many purposes were achieved, but now we are seeing the rebirth of totalitarian states at a very

worrying global level. Civil rights activists, known for their Pght against social injustice and their lasting impact on the lives of

all oppressed people. www.biography.com/.../civil-rights-activists  ~

www.treehugger.com/great-heroes-of-human-rights-4864309
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Maybe its just my extra-sensitive nose, or wayward Pngers Pnding oddly placed articles? Seems the BBC has been featuring

articles each week or so, that now appears like a trail of breadcrumbs, featuring how AI can assist in health issues. Looks like

they want to promote a "new narrative" to replace doctors with AI and other technology. Would help if the Britons on this blog

were paying more attention. The BBC is not much better at promoting fear and loathing than our US mainstream media;

however, its free, no article limits. Yet repeatedly stumbling across futuristic medical-technology articles:

www.bbc.com/.../business-58556777  , and this: www.bbc.com/.../technology-58598651  and last week were more...
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premiademar14, You said, "How have we given up our freedom to a bunch of  bullies, evil, liars and Satanist.. So many millions

of young lives were lost in the wars to give us freedom, what a joke, we just let it go." Please read my reply to stu4752.  Look up

the excerpt from "The Gulag Archipelago" to which I referred in my reply. The following sentences are at the end of that excerpt

(the bracketed phrases are my additions for clariPcation): "If...if...[we loved our freedom; but] We didn't love freedom enough [to

Pght to the death for it]. And even more – we had no awareness of the real situation.... We purely and simply deserved

everything that happened afterward.”

Those who choose to be unwilling to Pght to the death in defense of their legitimate individual rights, including their rights to

self-ownership, personal liberty, bodily autonomy, and private property rights, are choosing to consent to their enslavement, so

they deserve everything that happens to them, by means of the Psts and Prearms of the statist sociopaths and psychopaths

whom they have begged to enslave them.
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GUI: Civil rights are bogus.  They are created [legislated]- opposite of Natural Rights.  Civil rights laws VIOLATE Natural Rights.

Example- anti-discrimination violates the right to free association, and to private property, and to contract freely. See legal

positivism vs natural rights.
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Joined On 2/12/2018 11:12:37 PM
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It all sounds terrible there in the US, Iam here in New Zealand, it’s bad here like you wouldnt believe, with Eveil Jacinda Ardern as PM,

she is changing our once great little country into a mess, this pandemic is all about a jab pandemic, it’s not about the virus, and no one

seems to be able to stop her
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It's about BigPharma world dictatorship. They ran out of proPts from antibiotics because of bug mutations, so now the big push

is for proPteering from vaccines. Plus, they want world power to fund further proPts. Side effects, deaths, who cares? Just make

money. The heart, empathy are absent, not merely lacking. Prison is the remedy, some dangerous people need to be stopped.

Did it ever occur to the mainstream....Anybody therein...that the vaccines themselves may cause not only viral mutations, but

immune mutation too? Woops, that is a BAD combination! Far worse than the antibiotic bug resistance, in and of itself, which

stands alone without tweaking human immunity! Time for a think...or two...or three? Think, thank, thunk? We don't want this to

happen.
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Dr Reiner Fuellmich said she, Jacinda, along with our Canadian Prime Minister Trudeau and the German Chancellor were

graduates of the World Economic  Forums’ course, Future Leaders. No wonder both our countries are such a mess right now….

And we have an election today. God help us if Trudeau gets re elected.
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stu4752, Your country has become a very beautiful prison that you and your fellow Kiwis have chosen to allow to be built around

you by your choosing to give your consent to Arden and her fellow statists in your government to bully you and treat you like

slaves. When will you choose to withdraw your consent ? When will you choose to stop her and her statist ilk in government and

among your fellow civilians ? The people of Romania showed the world how that's done when they withdrew their consent to

tolerate the Ceaucescus' tyranny. Alexander Solzhenitsyn explained how it's done in a passage in his novel "The Gulag

Archipelago". Search online for the exerpt that begins, "And how we burned...", take it to heart, withdraw your consent, and

prepare yourselves to Pght to the death.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Arthur…Thanks for the Solzhenitsyn passage.  It Pts perfectly here.  When I read something as profound as that, I just got to say

“Amen”.
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I think that shows clearly that you are over the target and cutting a bit close to the bone, Dr Joe. Because we know that ALL

POLITICIANS lie, I would reckon it safe to say that NONE OF THEM will ever take the jab themselves, but will lie and say they've had it

done
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I bet in front of cameras they get distilled water.
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A great observation Dr.M., “So, it’s not misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading.”  The political paid

shills are gonna need more than luck, faked righteous indignation and tweaked algorithms to prevent the truth from being expressed..

because anyone who seeks it shall Pnd it.   As Mr.T. famously said, “I pity the fool”, like the politicians who work against the Truth.  

 God bless.
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Great Truth, Luvvvy: "The political paid shills are gonna need more than luck, faked righteous indignation and tweaked

algorithms to prevent the truth from being expressed .. because anyone who seeks it shall Pnd it." Dr Mercola's knowledge is

true because he expresses reality with wisdom and objectivity. The truth cannot be manipulated, it does not depend on tastes or

interests and our knowledge is only true if it is adjusted to a scientiPc basis. The truth has its own rights, it is manifested with

expressive and clear words, speciPcally speaking of scientiPc truth: ScientiPc truth does not have to be accountable other than

to itself, to the objectivity of its propositions. “Devotion requires a willingness, openness and readiness to embrace the truth. It

is a process of opening yourself to receive what already is. God's goodness and love already exist. God's love leads us to the

truth "- Iyanla Vanzant
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Thank you Gui, this is beautifully stated.   Politicans are more motivated by the power they can express, than the truth.. Dr.M’s

popular book, “The “Truth About Covid-19” which shines light on this dark and corrupted narrative, makes the shills

uncomfortable.   The politicians who are lying and trying to censor the truth, know they are betraying their oVce, but don’t want

us to know — It is so shameful.  As for the rest of us, always seek, trust and embrace the truth.   I love your quote.. “Devotion

requires a willingness, openness and readiness to embrace the truth. It is a process of opening yourself to receive what already

is. God's goodness and love already exist. God's love leads us to the truth "- Iyanla Vanzant
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angelenaorreygmail.com
Joined On 4/1/2021 3:37:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Banning books is the same as burning books. What happens next ? Burning bodies ? We know that has happened before . We are on

the same path right now in history. My 58 year old daughter died 2 weeks ago from a massive stroke two weeks after her last jab,

which she took despite my pleadings not to. She was afraid they would lose business if they didn't comply and yes they might have.

Instead, they lost the driving force behind that business....my daughter. I am in deep grief and enraged by what is happening . Dr.

Mercola , keep on being strong. We need you and every voice speaking out against this evil.
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car198858
Joined On 8/25/2021 8:53:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Truly sorry to hear about your daughter. May you Pnd comfort. The people pushing this poison obviously don't believe in God, or

they would realize how bloodguilty they are becoming in the eyes of heaven.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so very sorry for the loss of your daughter.  I can only imagine the depth of your sorrow & the likelihood that her death was

associated with having gotten one of these injections.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ohhhhh my friend!!!! I am, we are all, just soooo sorry to hear this!!! But please know, in only small consolation, that you are

already using this deep loss for a heroic battle. You are reaching out and doing good. You can powerfully in]uence others.

Thank you, Brave and Good Soul!  Please push Angelenaorey's message to the top of the forum! People need to see this!  We are

thinking of you and sending << Big Hugs!>>

PS I had a friend who crossed over to the other side of life and miraculously, beating the scientiPc odds, came back. She said of

the other side of life: "I felt perfect love, I felt perfect peace". Before her experience, she had not believed in the other side of life.

God bless you. Spirit is real ,more real than the air we breathe.  PPS I can't imagine (I am not a doctor) that a 58 year old is a

likely candidate for a massive stroke? If this is denied as being connected to the vaccine, please report back to us, to Dr

Mercola and to RFK. You have an entire community on  your side!
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so very sorry you have lost your daughter, that's so sad . I cannot imagine how you can cope with her loss. Sending healing

thought to you.
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am Very sorry for your loss.. you are living out my worst dreams.   God Bless you and your entire family. Xo
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear angel, so sorry to hear about your loss.  Your grief must be great.  I've often thought how hard it is for parents because

their children are destined to go on their own individual journey.  I am sending love and hugs from everyone in Australia.
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StephenDE
Joined On 5/29/2021 5:36:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I sent Elizabeth Warren a letter saying that Amazon serves the world and not just the USA.  In Australia, we are very grateful that

Amazon are helping you to sell the book.   How can anyone say your book is misinformation?   You even included 40 pages of

references!  It is an amazing book and everyone should read it.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Book burning has been a political move for centuries, Prst recorded in the Alexandrian Library in Egypt, probably scrolls and

other early writings were also banned. That's why they are often found by archeologists in remote caves and similar

environmentally-secure places.
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would like to ask Elizabeth Warren if her brother, who apparently died from covid,  was offered early out-patient treatment,

such as HCQ or Ivermectin.  Also, if his vitamin D3 level was adequate & if he was supplementing with quercetin, vitamin C, &

zinc.  Or, if he given Budesonide for nebulizing.  I'd bet my last nickel that he was not offered any of these treatments.
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EarthTruth
Joined On 7/29/2021 5:16:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is my understanding that Bill Gates was also behind google's biased algorhythm change at around 2018 which basically eliminated

millions of "alternative" health sites out of the organic search engine queries. Much of it had to do to protect his criminal vaccine

business and that of the crooked allopathy as more and more people woke up to the reality that vaccines are not safe and effective at

all, and to help guarantee that the Covid fraud is a great success for him and his allopathic cronies.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Earth Truth - It's hard to Pnd any useful results now using Google.  Use another browser or search engine  and myriad results

appear that are not visible if you 'go ogling'. Fauci's comment on not taking the vaccine is a good example.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out this 20 minute video from Dr. Ardis. He really puts doubts on any vaccine made since 2001.

www.bitchute.com/.../KCTOlKev5Rah
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Then check out this CNN article about a fully vaccinated 27 year old Olympic Swimmer being hospitalized for Covid-19!!

www.msn.com/en-us/sports/more-sports/madi-wilson-olympic-swimmer-hospi..   At the end of the article she  she encourages

everyone to get vaccinated! OMG!!! You can NOT FIX STUPID! Here is a young women in the best shape of her life, that

competed in the Tokyo Olympics, and she blames her conditions of fatigue and illness on Covid-19, not the jab. That's 100%

complete indoctrination!
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank god Warren did not become our president.  Dear Lord what a sh..#show that would have been.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

exmouth123, And what, pray tell, do you call what started to occur when Trump was POTUS, and is increasingly occurring now

with Biden as POTUS ??
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For sure, Adam Schiff showed his true colors during the wasteful and extended Trump impeachment trials. DiVcult to

comprehend spending millions on that theater or spectacle, when far more serious work was at hand. My take? Pure distraction

for the public.
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bre31917
Joined On 6/5/2013 9:21:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The U.S. is not headed towards communism, we're in it.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Neo-Libs I'd say. Most forms of socialism are now reserved for the wealthy!  ;-)
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pledge of Allegiance was written by a Communist/Socialist [Bellamy, 1892]
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think they are being PAID to stop your book by people who will benePt if this information goes out.  This should be looked into. And

why does this book have to be banned if they cannot DISPROVE anything in it?  Where are their facts?
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Astrcomical, Big Pharma is the largest lobbyist in DC.  Of course, Warren & Schiff are being paid off by them because the

failure of the jab is becoming more evident every single day.  Let's not forget Pharma's control over other media outlets via

advertising revenues.  The silver lining is that any politician that runs against these war criminals that defends the US

Constitution and Bill of Rights has a better chance of ousting the mouthpieces of Pharma like Warren & Schiff.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Would love to see a discussion about the above, but those wielding their 'power' are sooooo scared of loosing it they'll never

dare open a discussion
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its not that they are "paid off" - instead these politicians have been supported into oVce by Big Pharma. They owe their seats to

Big Pharma, Big Insurance and more - due to massive war chests required to run for oVce these days, most US politicans at the

Congressional level are no longer representing the little people, only their corporate sponsors and their local 1%.

Astrocomical, good chance this negative publicity may work in Dr M's favor, as many following solely the mainstream were not

even aware his book exists. Now they are! Never, ever discount free, negative marketing, driving many more to purchase and

read the book!
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, rrealrose that is what I meant by "paid off".  Pharma is their meal ticket to getting funded for re-election as well as other

lucrative "favors".  From your lips to more people buying and distributing Dr. Mercola's book, The Truth About Covid.
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ChocChip16
Joined On 12/1/2020 1:29:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I took it out from my library in NJ. They are so threatened by Dr. Mercola's "false" information. What can I say? They are a bunch of

liars and controllers.  No freedom or liberty with these people. I hope we can continue to read his information and enjoy it and

appreciate it.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ChocChip16  I used to comment regularly in the UK's 'The Independent' online pages. Lately it's become a maze of Ads and I

decided to quit as hardly any of the upstanding regulars remained. My Pnal comment was "Welcome once again to members of

CCDH and others who come here posing as genuine commenters."  The next day I looked in to see if I had triggered any of them

(it does happen) and my right to comment and vote on any issue has been removed  :-)
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ChocChip It's pretty insane. I recently tried to buy the original 'Vaxxed' using Paypal. They stopped my payment. Next I used it to

pay for Dr Mercola's Berberine and Micro PQQ. They ejected me from the payment procedure.  I think ultimately  these

organisations will Pnd they have shot themselves in the foot on a permanent basis.  Rejected customers will never return,

especially if the lid publicly blows off the number of casualties under the current vacc scam and cover-up.  btw Amazon UK

supplies the product and NAC.
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Expect Emergency Broadcasts and internet blackouts any day now ... I understand there is 7 hours of video etc involved in fully

informing the people as to what has gone on and what their names have been up to including video transcripts of all tribunals ...

 and its VILE! Bill Gates ,apart from master minding a global child traVcking ring ...was also charged with having tainted ]u

shots with a substance that would see brain degeneration ...hundreds of thousands of top drug companies produced and sold

them  It is no secret that Donald Trump was found to have won a landslide at the election and was inaugurated August 22nd !

The White House is held by the military ... used at the present for ongoing tribunal hearings ( we believe that Soros is ongoing

there right now )! Final piece of latest info ....Chelsea Clinton and her husband were stopped and arrested on the highway just

outside of Hartford Conn with 3 children in the rented car ! It seems they were NOT her kids but none spoke English and all 3

were of Haitian background .... traVcking young kids was of course what her mother was executed for back in April and her

father is serving life !Did you know that the ship Evergreen held in Suez was searched and 2500 kids found ...half were dead? No

every American politician has a code name ... and they are listed on line ...Evergreen is Hillary Clintons!
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One of the positive side effects of this plandemic - it has laid bare the tyrannical folks like Warren who were so far pretending to be for

"the people" - now we know she and a whole *** load of them, aren't for the "people's freedom" but for tyranny. Has she even read the

constitution of USA?
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are correct! I don't believe any of them had read our constitution, if they have and still behave like they do. Shame on them!
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The constitution is a mercantilist document, having nothing to do with freedom.  Note the bill of rights was added- why wasn't

that part of the original document?  They did not believe in freedom for the masses, OK add bill of rights, placate them for a few

decades, in the interim we prepare a new feudalism. . .meet the new boss, same as the old boss

www.vidoevo.com/video/blIybmdhcWuRpTzVvUjQ/canciones-simpson-12x02-the..
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those who call for censorship should lose their rights and freedoms. It’s on par with Nazi Germany. Put these people behind bars.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And be removed from public oVce....immediately! This is a deep violation of the FIRST amendment....in that position in the

Constitution, for terribly important reason! Free speech is the foundation of democracy! These politicians are rogue,

emboldened, brash! My god.
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debgessell
Joined On 6/24/2010 11:22:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just ordered 10 copies of dr. Mercolas book. They are Christmas presents for some of my friends and family that got the hokey

pokey. Stay strong and healthy everyone.
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lpporter825yahoo.com
Joined On 9/20/2021 6:25:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for making me smile.
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That really is such a good idea debgessell we all should buy as many of the books as we can before they disappear and pass

them out to everyone we know that has an open mind for truth!
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Theophilus1776
Joined On 1/18/2021 10:46:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let’s see … where else in the world, if you deviate from the ruling elite’s approved narrative, are you censored, jailed, or executed? Oh,

yeah! communist dictatorship paradises like China, Russia, and North Korea! And why is it that the ones screaming the loudest about

“misinformation” (actually information they don’t like, which used to be called “honest debate” or even “truth”), seem to be mostly from

the political party of the left today, i.e., democrats? Then again, why is it that the political party of the right seem to remain nearly silent

in the face of these attacks from the left? It’s certainly ironic that we are in the Year of the Rat, and a group of rats is called a

“mischief.” Should be called a “Washington” of rats.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You got 4 letters right (rats). They are technocRATS! They were all out in full force at the 9/11 memorials with their fearless

leader Bush giving the hate speeches while Biden was silent.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

those "Screaming the loudest about misinformation", silencing and censoring others who report the government VAERS reports'

own statistics, are the ones who are themselves guilty of spreading misinformation. The more heated the lie, the more the

Pngers point back to themselves. We should all take note and watch this, as an ongoing dynamic, and point it out very widely.
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RonH.Oz
Joined On 6/10/2020 2:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good on you again Mercola. I have a simple question - what makes sense here? Should we take health advice re Covid from Elizabeth

Warren and Adam Schiff, or should we take advice from yourself and Dr Peter McCullough who had a wonderful presentation on your

site a few days ago: Dr Peter McCullough: The State of COVID Treatment. Warren and Schiff have zero knowledge about the Covid

Jabs. Keep up the great work, Ron fm Oz
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Ron, also thank you Dr Mercola for the amazing interview with Dr Tom Levy - for me best ever.  I have downloaded his book

and think it will Pnally help me Pnally overcome the last of my health challenges.  Thank you for your wonderful material. PS:

 We have recently learnt that while all the State Premiers won't open Australian borders up until they get 80 - 100% vaccine

compliance that the politicians themselves don't have to get it.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, OUTRAGEOUS, it appears you've got the entitled vs everyone else in Australia.
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah rrealrose, it wouldn't surprise me if they put the manacles on and turn us back into convicts but they want to destroy us

psychologically Prst so we beg to to put the manacles on ourselves!
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ZelenaWhite
Joined On 2/28/2016 5:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr Mercola, thank for the information you send in you newsletters and for defending health.  The news of continued and more

Perce censorship that came out today is very disturbing. You and those who read your works have every reason to be alarmed.

However, I wonder if this truth should be put to the test in a court of law. After all you have written that all the accusations against you

are false and without evidence. In a court of law evidence counts, or should count. Please let me know if you decide to do that and if

you set up a crowd-funding account or similar to which I would  like to contribute as a sign of my support.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In court, evidence is often discounted, based on bias and special interests. However, class action suits have a lot more power

and clout. Bias needs to be and must be called out, for the sake of our Democracy at large, not only for the sake of the case

itself...which in this case, is critically important. Dr Mercola, I hope you will sue class action.
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AceAttorney
Joined On 8/6/2021 12:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just purchased the hard cover.  Didn't trust Amazon to not remove the digital version from my Kindle.
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kariwise
Joined On 4/20/2009 12:28:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The answer - more people should buy it NOW! I just did! Thank you so much for the truth and integrity you have brought to the Peld of

health and medicine for so many years, Dr. Mercola. You have been my go-to absolute trusted source for two decades? Not quite sure

how long but since you started publishing your enewsletter and I found it so refreshing as you published the accepted main stream

medical information AND the latest research and helped me make an intelligent decision for myself. You have my admiration from the

bottom of my heart.
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poe3966
Joined On 2/9/2021 12:36:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Imposing medical treatments on people against their will and censorship are TREASON.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone keeps asking where they can Pnd Dr. Mercola's reports that are over 48 hours old. I found a website that appears to have

most of his articles from 2019 to present. theplantstrongclub.org/2021/09/13/is-natural-immunity-more-effective-t..  That is one of

the more recent articles, but just look to the right hand side of the webpage and it has every month listed. I have not tried the search

engine. My guess is that it brings up related Dr. Mercola articles.
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Mei_Ling
Joined On 6/15/2010 8:48:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.LewRockwell.com has dated Dr. M's articles.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Listening to E. Warren's rants would be downright hilarious except for the fact that people keep reelecting all of these idiots like her!

It's bad enough that we elect people like Warren. We all make mistakes, but how in the hell do these people keep getting reelected? It

has to be election fraud. It's the only logical explanation. Ever since Bush Jr's win we have been getting election results that totally

miss the predicted outcomes. What has changed since Bush's win? DOMINION VOTING MACHINES! In one county in Michigan the

Judge approved the release of an election audit that shows a 68% error rate in Dominion voting machines:

americanmilitarynews.com/2020/12/mi-judge-approves-release-of-audit-sh..  You are starting to see the end result of these election

frauds. People are voting with their feet and leaving these Liberal Cities/States.   You have states like Illinois that have shrunk in

population for like 3 straight years.
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population for like 3 straight years.
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Thank you for calling this out, JamNJim! Good thing to do!!! Everybody, please see this ratical.org/.../BHoCEFiA.html  Whew!
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JamNjim, StanleyBecker sent me a link last year to the recap of Election OVcials in the State of Michigan. 2 hrs or so into that

crazy hearing, I had to stop watching, it was so bizarre. One volunteer, who formerly worked in an airplane factory, quipped that

if they built their planes the way this election was run, planes would be falling from the sky every few hours...
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ghfnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ahhh, the world we try to live in. “Debate! There is no debate, we know all the answer’s!” I am thankful I do not live amongst the idiot’s

who elected her as their ‘representative’. Can you imagine “we send you our best.” It is my understanding that suicide rates are up,

especially amongst youth. Keep your eye open to maybe help those who appear overwhelmingly sad or depressed. If depopulation is

one of the goals of this monarchy crowd, suicide is just as good as a vaccination.

Anyone else experiencing digital attack? I have 2 operating system phones, android and apple and they ni longer ‘ask’ to update, they

do it regardless. I wrote (emailed) to the editor of Mercola last night informing them that all, every damn one, of my Mercola

newsletters disappeared from my inbox! Poof! Apple also decided what music I was allowed to listen to and hung up on me when I

complained about them snooping around my phone. This all Pts into the narrative of the attack we are under.

Have no doubts humanity is under attack. What do we label this enterprise? I do not consider them human, if they were why would they

attack themselves? They are mire like the vaccine that causes the body to attack itself! We can call ‘it’  “vaccinity“ a diseased portion

of humanity.
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m a veteran and I get medical advice from the VA. When I talk to them on the phone or in person they ask me if I have

contemplated suicide. Lately I’ve been telling them that if I were contemplating suicide, I’d go to the drugstore and get a Covid

vaccine. 

😬
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Never taking the injection.  No matter what.
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Tripper
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I just ordered the book.  Surely, this article will spur sales of the book that they want to ban.  Haha!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Book burning won’t personally hurt me but right now I am very concerned about internment camps being built and the CDC calling

them “Shield” camps for those who won’t get the jab ! Dr. Mercola….please do an article on that! PLEASE….now that’s something that

will hurt us!!
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Book burning hurts everyone, as it is an extreme form of censorship.
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RedRavenSounds
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Washington DC needs an  enema (sorry to be  crude, and paraphrase Jack Nicholson's Batman quote). According to Benito Mussolini,

who invented the term:  FASCISM is a "bundling" of the state and business. In this case they are using the old USSR's weapons to

assist in the creation of a world wide fascistic state.   The deep state, globalist elites have taken the  gloves off.  My hope is that its

not too late, - IF Amazon etc, Pght this on the basis of 1) Its none of the governments  business and 2) we are protected by the 1st

amendment,  then all hope is not lost.  " May the anguish they are unleashing on the world, be turned back against them, for what they

do for good or ill shall come back to them, times three"  So Mote it be,
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Im sorry but I have to laugh. Two of the biggest retards of the NPC minion class want to burn dear Dr Mercola’s book. It probably

in]ames what few brain cells they have left. Let’s not give them our energy but instead focus on what is good and what we want. Love

you Dr Mercola!!!
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DePnition: COVID-19 - the set of diseases caused by failure to cure  SARS-COV-2 infection. (The Devil's COVI-Dictionary.)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

... and the serious side effects and deaths from the administration of a biological weapon that should never have been

administered.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermo, those would not be "side effects", just "negative effects", or perhaps "intended effects".
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Rather planned and pre-measured
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Its what commies do...they cannot stand to be exposed for who they truly are.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

They should Prst have to prove that it’s misinformation before anyone considers banning anything. Dr. Mercola always backs up his

information with viable sources. I get so angry when people claim falsehoods about things thing that I know, personally, have worked.

I’m even more frustrated when people don’t listen to all information and not just want they want to hear.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

BDay1959, Nothing should be banned/censored, including misinformation, or any kind of controversial speech.  The proper

response to such speech is better speech, i.e. speech that challenges and refutes it.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Whether or not it is "misinformation" is beside the point. If the government starts to ban and censor, then power games take

over. End of story. An "Aside": Once upon a time, Galileo was permanently house arrested by the Inquisition because he correctly

proposed that the earth rotates and revolves around the sun. So what of the proposal that the government censor only after

"Determining" what is misinformation? They are guilty in spades, themselves. Special interests will hear of no real facts.  Taking

power away from the government is the solution. Just what the US Constitution did. Many politicians are abusing power that

does not even belong to them, is expressly forbidden them, and must be removed from public oVce for roguely stepping all over

the US Constitution.
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I remain, as stated on Guillermou's thread, absolutely and very bitterly disappointed in Elizabeth Warren, Pres Biden and all others'

unconstitutional behavior to undermine free speech, the free press and our Democracy, while taking power into their hands that is

constitutionally directly forbidden to them. With that said, there are many in public oVce who agree and here is a note of hope. We all

can use some good news, and i hope this helps to spread word widely, leading other public oVcials by example to join in with the call

for an end to this abuse of power. Thank you all for spreading word.

Advocates Stand for Health Freedom broke the news: Two Oregon Senators are calling for a grand jury investigation into the deliberate

ballooning of CVD19 death statistics by the CDC standforhealthfreedom.com/press-release/or-senators-grand-jury-petitio..   Forbes:

Republicans USA wide Lambast Biden for his Unconstitutional Mandates “He has no power to do that” at the end, Minnesota State

Senator Scott Jensen, MD and clergy, delivers a powerful and very moving speech  www.youtube.com/watch  

Arizona Attorney General blasts Biden vaccine mandates, Ples lawsuit, excellent legal talking points www.youtube.com  ~ 19

governors planning to Pght Biden’s vaccine mandates www.youtube.com  ~ Great panel discussion re socio political climate, Fox news

www.youtube.com  ~ GOP lawmaker launches lawsuit re vaccine passports www.youtube.com  ~ Texas Attorney General Candidate:

President can’t just issue authoritarian vaccine  mandates, by law www.youtube.com
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In the youtube in which the GOP lawmaker announces her lawsuit regarding the vaccine passports, please note others standing

in a group with her, rudely texting while she speaks, smirking, guffawing, talking. This is just Soooooo unprofessional, a real

shame to our nation's public image, and re]ects a hen pecking, back stabbing, nasty gossip mind. It is based on unresearched,

air headed assumptions about vaccines, which really must be researched after which people can make their own decisions.

Whoever thought it is good strategy to smirk and publicly degrade, are just pure fools who in the end, are merely degrading

themselves and our own government. Shame on them.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow! Someone in Oregon is breaking ranks and going against the narrative? This should be interesting! It was Portland Oregon

leading the way when all the riots were taking place. The rioters literally were burning down the city while government oVcials

and police did NOTHING to stop it and everything to encourage it. MIND BLOWING!
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osobear99
Joined On 2/1/2013 2:26:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elizabeth Warren , Adam Schiff , and other corrupt-semicriminal scumbags and paid frontal jumping-jacks more should be simply

removed from oVce and put before a Criminal Court of Justice , as long as there's still existing a transparent and non-corrupted Court

of Justice , because the whole legal system is also more and more infected by this plague of corruption and malfeasance .

Joe Biden , a superspreader of bioterrorist and globalist technocracy maPa propaganda and a paid front group agent of

biopharmaceutical and biotechnological industrial-military-digital complex cartel interests , is incompetent and ineVcient

(Afghanistan War Adventure disaster , vaccine failures , etc.) and unsuccessful as a president (being a complete failure) , and should

be impeached and removed from oVce as well . He'll have to overtake responsibility for his overreaches , power abuses and violations

of various different types , stripped of his immunity and put before justice as well . This all is inevitable and non-negotiable , because

far too many innocent people die and perish needlessly , for nothing , and are hurt and injured , also for nothing , apart from dirty and

dark criminal corporate proPts .
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Tell Lizzie Warren she's an ***. I"ve read your book and it's fantasmagorical. She's merely a mouthpiece for the gopher establishment.

If you give these clowns credence, the chief players in this debacle are winning hands down. Same with a couple who posted a vid of

themselves lashing out in a pizza restaurant in NYC because they were refused admission because they had no status to show they'd

had the stick. Best way would have been 'you can shove the stick where the sun doesn't shine' and quietly leave. If this mess goes on

and on, it would have been interesting to see how many in that restaurant had their hopefully undisturbed meal destroyed. Next, it'll be

their lives if they comply with booster after booster. Three cheers to Bill de Blasio. LOL

brandnewtube.com/watch/family-kicked-out-of-nyc-restaurant-for-refusin..
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There is a school teacher in Iowa that is going around the new Iowa law that forbids the teaching of Critical Race Theory. She

tells her students that Iowa has passed a law that forbids her to teach certain things, but there’s no law that forbids her students

from asking questions about those things. Thus she gets around the law by smirkingly saying that she is simply answering her

students’ questions and then laughing about it.
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Joined On 6/21/2007 9:16:30 AM
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Governments are now making so called oVcial information as fake as any other information they target. The group  Center for

Countering Digital Hate [ccdh] has launched a hate campaign again MDs who are questioning the Covid19 "oVcial" narrative.  This is

indicative of CCDHs lack of credible source information and therefore their need to fabricate Hate Scenarios against the people they

hope to get rid of.  I and several previous supporters of DEMS have now felt a need to halt all funding [Actblue] of the "Democrats

Political Party" and will urge our friends who feel the same --> to do the same.
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derekszen
Joined On 3/2/2012 3:31:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I Pnd myself speechless!  It is just too unbelievable.   I hope this unscientiPc tyranny is ended soon, and those responsible for it, are

called to account and are stripped of their power. We are entitled to hear and read all sides of all arguments.  They still bang on about

ending the pandemic and saving lives, whilst things continue to get worse, while the MSM keep us informed keep telling how things

are so much better.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

derekszen, You said, "I hope this unscientiPc tyranny is ended soon..." Hope without action is futile, a passtime for fools and

cowards. It's not going to end until people choose to make it end by challenging, debating, disputing, and refuting it, and by

taking up arms and Pghting to the death against it if those pushing it initiate violence to enforce it.  That initiated force has

already occurred by government operators at the state and local level imposing mask mandates on private business property,

and threatening its owners with arrest, incarceration, and the expropriation of their property for non-compliance, and murder, in

the name of "mandate enforcement", if they refuse to comply by exercising their right to self-defense.

How many business owners would require their customers and employees to wear a mask and show proof of "vaccination" if

government operators--sociopaths and psychopaths all--were not threatening them behind the scenes with violence if they don't

impose and enforce those requirements on their private property ? Very few !!  Of course, those very few would have the right to

have such requirements--foolish as they are--based on their private property rights, and their rights to freedom of association,

freedom of non-association, and freedom of contract; and they would lose customers and employees to their competitors who

don't have such foolish requirements.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

arthurieoutlook.com I believe you mean well. That said, the best way to discredit a movement is to take up arms, become

violent or unruly. Instead of Pghting, which will only be intercepted (anybody heard of tear gas, etc?), take up your peaceful

pens, and write.  Education is key, not Pghting. Organize groups to meet with and educate politicians and their aides, bringing

Plm footage (images evoke gut level responses where written words may fail) and also articles (yes they can be helpful as

scientiPc backup) and show them. Organize these meetings under the umbrella of an already existing grassroots entity.

Education is far more powerful than the sword. Do the same with the police,  the sheriffs, etc  reach out to grassroots

organizations, doctors, lawyers, underground journalists. Send them links. Ask them to speak out. We can affect peaceable

change! Smoother transition, better result.Win-win!
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think it's more likely that the ceo's of google et cetera told the Democrats that they'd better say these things on tv  or next time it'll be

the republicans seeming to be in power and grabbing all the best backsheesh.
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Buy multiple copies and spread them around.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's some very logical and organized information presented by another author who Warren and Schiff will probably be writing to

Amazon about, once his book comes out.  www.remnant-tv.com/video/454/world-vaccination-michael-matt-on-the-ken..  *** Move up

about 1/3 into the video where Robert Kennedy begins his presentation.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elizabeth Warren's past gives her away, in her support for Biden and Pghting Trump. Warren’s sellout to Dem party bosses

followed Tulsi Gabbard and Bernie Sanders going the same way — abdicating to wealth and power interests over honor and

principles, showing their lofty rhetoric was meaningless, their trustworthiness nil.

www.globalresearch.ca/elizabeth-warren-joins-biden-bandwagon-betrays-s..
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Gui, that was a very good link. All points were valid. Global Research has had some interesting reads over the past

couple of years.
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johnjoy316
Joined On 3/22/2011 3:14:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This isn't right. We're adults who can decide for ourselves what to read or not.

Thank you Dr Mercola for your work. I already own the book !
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easyrider1
Joined On 3/27/2010 10:42:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In honor of lizzard warren and the fact it's my 66th b-day today, I just did a 200# person dose of Ivermectin. I know when people like

her and hussein, pencil neck schiff and their ilk say to think and do one way, the exact opposite is the safe and true way to go. That is

not the only criteria I use to make a decision,  but it is a guiding light. This was my 6th dose in a couple months and I  still have a

hankering for watching old reruns of Mr. Ed and the smell of fresh cut hay.
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johnjoy316
Joined On 3/22/2011 3:14:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wondering if ivermectin is preventative or if come down with symptoma.
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islander129
Joined On 1/17/2017 6:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Outrageous. Warren has really fallen far. I expected no better from the detestable Adam Schiff, but Warren has become an even bigger

embarrassment to her state and her supposed progressive values. Plus, she look really stoopid. Way behind the curve. SUE TBOTH

WARREN AND SCHIFF FOR LIBEL AND RESTRAINT OF TRADE.
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Warren is a *** and always has been.
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Heretical
Joined On 12/14/2020 10:30:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wasn't Elizabeth Warren an Indian once? ;-)   But seriously, "Tis an old stratagem to call oppression law, and resistance to oppression

lawlessness.” E. M. Rhodes
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ebaymike66
Joined On 4/9/2013 10:31:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep up the great work Dr Mercola I've been reading you articles for more than a decade! In fact, if I am ever unsure about a food

ingredient or skin care ingredient, I'll  usually google it with your name in order to see what you have to say about it. It is all too obvious

that the world is under siege from some hostile organized plan centered on public obedience and total control, all seemingly aimed at

forced government injections. Who knows what is next these are crazy times, as mentioned by another poster everybody seems in a

daze or a trance . It is so strange ..

Thank you for providing this format for people to read and post opposing opinions that deviate from the agenda. Thank you to the

many poster too for providing valuable links and personal research efforts to better evaluate the situation and make  informed

decisions about their personal health choices and options for this scenario that the world is being led  into. I've always put health and

 eating pure whole foods and training hard in MA and weight training and many types of benePcial natural therapies on the forefront

and it has served me very well to do so.

Lately IR heat sauna has been a great therapy for me, I might add to the discussion, as just another device that people can utilize to

strengthen their  immunity and overall health.  A great passive therapy for me, it's been,  with so many benePts in these stressful times,

 it feels great to release toxins and relax.  Anyways , I hope they don't stalk Dr Mercola anymore or try to abduct him or anything ( just

kidding lol) But in these crazy times you never know so be very alert at all times and stay safe. Stay healthy.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hear ye hear ye....And thus shall remain a top global seller as a most vital and critical source of medical wellness topics in 2021. No

matter if in digital, what language, how or where it is published, the currency sold as, or given as gifts.  You can't stop truths. But some

will try. Put these people high on your list as the "Destroyers"! Curse their family members in shame.  No US Senator has any legal

standing to override any Amendments as a "CUZ I SAY SO BLURT"!

The horrible assumptions of correctness are exactly the vehicle of illegal wrong doing being in an orchestrated constant drum beat

display by forces set to burn American to ashes. The drinks will ]ow and the blood will spill...and if the boys wanna Pght ....you better

let em. The boys are back in town!   Or will be soon. Think it can't happen? Think again!  We will win!  And the old phrase of "SHOTS

HEARD ROUND THE WORLD" will be repeated once more. Dire is the direction.  

And Hunter Bidens Daddy said so repeatedly. "DARK DAYS LIE AHEAD" ! Do not forget his evil quotes, nor the way he said them. The

blueprint is exposed. Regret not. Act. What tried and true American military person would at the point of a gun, destroy the life of other

Americans, because a power drunk politician says that is my order.  The test of Liberty draws near How much murder is unleashed till

this disturbing insane commitment has been Plled?  First it is books...then it is bodies. This Crisis has only started. History about to be

written.
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MASONMANNIX
Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM
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La Liz & Adam Schiff?   Well I guess we know who’s been bought and paid for when comes to letting the public making informed

decisions about the vaccines. I will continue taking my oil of oregano, dandelion extract, vitamin d3, vitamin c, Zinc, turmeric,

fermented ginger,, probiotics, iodine, h2o2 and curcumin even if famous television and radio hosts call these snake oil and fake

remedies. What’s really sad to me is that it seems like a majority of doctors will not acknowledge that some people ARE having severe

reactions to these vaccines.  I guess they feel if they acknowledge that fact, people won’t get the vaccine and  BigPharma will lose out

on money; so, they must keep up the narrative that the vaccine isn’t the problem.   Sorry, no vaccine for me!
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chocopot0613gmail.com
Joined On 9/20/2020 3:47:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leftist dePnition of "misinformation": Inconvenient FACTS which do not advance the Leftist anti-American and anti-freedom agenda or

show the Leftists to be the liars and frauds that they are.
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Athelas
Joined On 8/2/2008 3:20:07 PM
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"Wherever books are burned, sooner or later men also are burned." HEINRICH HEINE, Almansor, I. 245, (1823)
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kry1642
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Congress is prohibited by our Constitution from interfering with freedom of speech. This dePnitely appears to be Congressional

interference with freedom of speech. I wonder if there's a way to take them to court over this interference? We would probably have to

involve state DAs. I'll look into it for my state if you'll look into it for yours.
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bselsaolcom
Joined On 3/11/2009 1:09:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some rules of thumb: Most things banned by FaceBook are truthful and are worth reviewing. Mandates from the Biden administration

are not in your interest and should be disobeyed.  Ignore the spokespersons of today's national democrat party. They almost uniformly

are corrupt politicians whose utterances are lies.
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mandibular
Joined On 2/6/2013 9:10:53 AM
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How many of you realize it was Jacob Schiff, (Adam's progenitor), and Kuhn/Loeb Wall Street bank who funded the destruction of

Russia? How many of you realize that, as with "Eugenics", book burnings in Germany were the brown shirts burning Central Bank Clan

pornography? If one cares enough about truth to seek access around the Central Bank Clan's "media", you'll Pnd that literally every

"evil" pinned on Germany was actually being carried out for decades right here in the "icon" of human rights? When asked how they

proposed doing this, he said:

"At Prst, by controlling the banking system we were able to control corporation capital. Through this, we acquired total monopoly of the

movie industry, the radio networks and the newly developing television media. The printing industry, newspapers, periodicals and

technical journals had already fallen into our hands. The richest plum was later to come when we took over the publication of all

school materials. Through these vehicles we could mold public opinion to suit our own purposes. The people are only stupid pigs that

grunt and squeal the chants we give them, whether they be truth or lies." Read more of the Rosenthal interview here;

www.chuckmaultsby.net/id152.html
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Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Money talks and everything else including the truth tend to walk. This is far from the Prst time this has happened. Might want to ask

your Congress person why they give complete liability exemptions to the Pharmacy Industry for anything they produce in the way of ]u
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your Congress person why they give complete liability exemptions to the Pharmacy Industry for anything they produce in the way of ]u

vaccines. Despite multiple and serious side effects that do occur. The answer is simple. They accept money for re-election from

whatever industrial wealth that is available. For that money, they are owned body and soul.

The general public has no idea or clue as to what has been voted on. And that is exactly what the powerful interests want the public to

be. Completely ignorant. Only in this case that blissful ignorance means a whole lot of people become victims of the current plague.

And it is a plague that is weak. Because it aims at anyone that is in anyway compromised in their health. What needs to change? Start

with destroying the wealthy ownership of the media. That means transfer the ownership of the media owned by roughly 6% of the

billionaires out there.

Sohio generated the reaction that caused the breakup years ago of a serious monopoly ownership of the gasoline we all need each

week. Nothing really changed. Each week, the majority of stations are basically owned by the suppliers of gasoline rather than

individual stations. So you may in your community go from station to station with one price at the beginning of a week. Usually on a

Wednesday.  

The AMA has a monopoly also. Only it is controlled within a government bureau. That control extends to every hospital and doctor's

license in this country. The current plague can only be cured with creative thinking by brilliant researchers. When every front line

doctor that does Pnd better ways to cure this plague are threatened Pnancially with the loss of their licences to practice medicine, that

also has become a monopoly. Dr. Mercola keep up the good work.
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jil6784
Joined On 6/9/2014 10:53:18 AM
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So, we have been blaming the wrong people for the censorship issues! Thinking it is Big Tech when in fact it is Big Government!

Amazing!
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sweetcat
Joined On 10/15/2009 11:16:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

for   Home schooling Parents only:   ( school teachers have been muzzled). If a book is on the censorship list....AT  ONCE  make sure

you buy it ( IT'S  HAS  just the information you needed and could not Pnd anywhere else. (my dePnition) Add to kids vocabulary the

word :CENSORSHIP Assign homework to research  meaning, application, how it is used currently. what do THEY THINK? young kids

are perfectly able to THINK CRITICALLY, ACTIVE THEIR BRAIN CELLS TO GROW.  Early education starts at home. -S
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I used to admire Warren.  I thought she was sincere and of sound mind.  Not now.  She has clearly gone over to the dark side.  Whether

she has been coerced, bribed, or threatened, or has been hoodwinked by the constant drumbeat of the propaganda machine, she is

now a has been.  Much of the Left Wing has gone over to the dark side, I am afraid.  I used to be left wing until the wing nuts (cancel

culture, etc.) took over.  I cannot go to the far right either, but I am ]oating in the murky middle and actually like it since I can now think

for myself.
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i also thought she was trustworthy  ( oxymoron )  all of the above.  brainwashed and $$$$$ lots of $$$$
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Well that ought to be good for business and make everyone want to buy your book!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola always cites sources, Elizabeth Warren should be ashamed.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Any book burning politician in the USA should be removed from public oVce....immediately!
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She can't read
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A REPLY TO MY POST SUGGESTED THAT WHEN THE PEOPLE WHO GOT VAXXED ALL DIE OFF, WITHIN 18-24 MONTHS, THE HEAT

WILL BE OFF THE REST OF US & I COULDN'T AGREE MORE, GOOD OBSERVATION. SO I GUESS JUST TRY TO RIDE THIS THING OUT.

DR. MERCOLA THINKS THINGS ARE GOING TO GET WORSE BEFORE THEY GET BETTER. I DISAGREE. CONSIDER HOW MUCH $ IS

INVOLVED & THIS IS A DEPOPULATION EFFORT. I THINK THINGS ARE GOING TO GET MUCH, MUCH, MUCH WORSE BEFORE THEY

GET BETTER.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't think the heat will be off the unvaxxed when the vaxxed die, because they (the Liars) are going to blame it all on the

unvaxxed. Don't forget the Liars are children of wrath, and they never tire of the lies, just like their father Satan the Devil.
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Please see the links I posted about the Many governors, attorneys general, senators coming up against Biden's unconstitutional

vaccine mandates, and even suing in court. We need hope now like never before. If people feel desperate, they act in

desperation. Just the best and Prst way to discredit a cause, and just exactly what we do Not want. Empowerment is key to

fostering change. Had Enough? Join the Enough movement!

www.anhinternational.org/resources/anh-intl-heartbeat/enough-and-not-e..
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM
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Archimedes once said give me a platform on which to stand, give me leverage, and I will move the world. He knew the media trick. But

so does the global cult which dominates society's media. Social-media censorship is their shield which disarms opposition, while

mass-media agenda-setting is their sword which directly attacks opposition. David for example used a ground-up method against

Goliath's top-down method. David aimed for the center. David also used Goliath's sword to remove Goliath's big head. The global

technocratic elite are the "Big" head of the social body. Censorship is their shield, and the mass media is their colossal sword, which

consequently, can be used against them. There exists a signiPcant demographic that watches mass media only, and are left unaware.
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'Ol Fauxachondas' should spend her (declining) 60 sec of fame to Pght Wall Street billionaires like she is always ]apping about. She

has no success besting the Big Boys, so like any schoolyard bully, this failed marxist turns her attention to easier prey. And 'Ol Popeye'

Schiff is already truly insane, sure to be committed somewhere eventually. They are temporary annoyances, like buzzing mosquitos.

Eventually, the sun will come out, and they will vanish. The tech giants will fall like the giants of old, the men of fame, with a loud crash

and no mourning for them.
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zootie
Joined On 4/2/2013 1:25:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So release a free PDF of the book,  chapter by chapter. Get it out there for free. They can’t stop that.  I’ve bought it, by the way, did so

as soon as I saw your post. I was going to buy it anyway, but this hastened my decision! Let’s hope I’ve make the mail run before

Amazon shut it down. Go Mercola!
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember the saying, "[i]t's better to be thought a fool than to open one's mouth and remove all doubt."
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moxa1man
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:57:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tell these socialist/fascist psychopaths to go pfuk themselves.  People are DYING, lives RUINED because of their idiocy.  Enough is

enough!
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HealthyisBetter
Joined On 2/10/2021 3:54:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Outrageous - they are the ones who are spreading misinformation.  There are plenty of serious studies showing that Vitamin D can

help prevent COVID - on the Vitamin D Society's website, for example.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Was this a surprise?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Genocidal sociopaths. Plotting to murder off most of the population counts as an act of hate in my book. The Oligarchy wants to kill

most common Americans--of every ethnic group--to get Plthy, stinking rich by seizing all the property once the dead bodies pile up

everywhere. Even those dumb enough to vote for them and willingly get injected with their bioweapons.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember there is no real money in killing off the herd ABRUBTLY. Its keeping people sickly for decades and decades that is

the golden goose.
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squirrel2001
Joined On 6/16/2021 7:37:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who does Pocahontas  think she is anyway???
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

She wants to KILL most Americans to facilitate the Great Reset. Genocidal traitor. All of DC is controlled by those monsters.

They answer to Klaus Schwab, Soros, and Gates. Not the electorate. Technocratic totalitarianism. It will be Hell-on-earth. For

those "lucky" enough to survive.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Queen Elizabeth??
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

squirrel2001, She thinks herself a godess on earth who has a "divine right" to bully, rule, and enslave you, and to have her

legalized armed goons to arrest, rob, and murder you if you refuse to submit to her will. Whenever she, and any other

government operator, and their civilian supporters speak, you are hearing the way that a Statist, i.e. a  psychopath or a

sociopath who is a government employee, or a civilian advocate of Statism (Communism, Socialism, Fascism) "thinks".  The

proper response to Warren and her Statist ilk is to refute their agenda, which is not at all diVcult; and if they initiate violence

upon your person and/or your property, to put them in graves where they belong.

jamNjim, When have you ever heard QEII speak publicly as Warren has ?? Lillibet is just a Pgurehead, and a British monarch is to

be politically neutral (in public, anyway). However, it is my understanding that according to British law, a monarch can commit

murder against any and all with impunity, if s/he decided one day to do it. If I am incorrect, I invite anyone to correct me. If I am

correct, it is extremely unlikely that "Cabbage" (Prince Phillip's pet name for her) will go on a murder spree.  Warren and her

Statist ilk, however, have made it plain that they will do just that.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Arthurie, I was being sarcastic
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rjk6619
Joined On 10/2/2018 11:29:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So what's new about dizzy lizzy and lunatic Schiff demanding 'we the people' listen to their insanity?   We are and have been living in

very dangerous times for way longer than most realize.    There is only one way out of this crisis.  If you don't know what needs to

happen you had better wake up fast.  Plenty of talking heads and books out there to educate everyone however the problem is only a

small segment realize how dangerous the situation has elevated.  Gen. George Patton warned of this and he was eliminated for doing

so.  We have been engaged in war after war since the founding of this country and millions have given their life so we could remain

free however we have  never been truly free.   Joe Biden was chosen for the position he now holds back in the 1970's and the DC

politicians (both parties) only concern was how wealthy they could become while the average American worked 40 hours and paid tax

after tax.

The global elites did not hide their agenda from the public and when Donald Trump decided to run for POTUS and clean house that did

not sit well with the elites and even if you did not support or vote for Trump you are considered a vessel who is using up air, land and

food and you need to be eliminated.   COVID gave the elites the perfect solution to the problem of people like me and IF the correct

actions are not employed immediately we are all up the creek without a paddle.  THINK!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Im sure everyone that voted for these 2 will become terminally ill, especially after they get the 3rd, 4th, 5th+ jabs! This will

reduce the number of Liberals substantially. Good job Fauci and Gates!
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edberkovich
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:13:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, good, I just ordered three more, even though I've read it.
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teknical100
Joined On 2/10/2021 5:18:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am sure there must be a wall that these two can stand near somewhere.
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jben965
Joined On 8/6/2019 4:37:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looking forward to Dr. Mercola on Patrick Wood's Center for Free Speech Townhall  Meeting this Thursday at 8PM.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The globalist nwo scumbags are panicking because the world is Pnally waking up to their evil agenda! The true numbers are over 1.5

million dead, and over two million maimed for life in the U.S. alone because of their "genocide" agenda poison jab! Worldwide 1776

coming! It is now unavoidable if the Military fails to do their job!!!
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pam9582
Joined On 3/15/2018 7:11:29 AM
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The silver lining is these political misPts and traitors are showing their stripes.
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jenniferny
Joined On 3/21/2008 10:40:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The problem is, that most of the Sheeple are listening to them!! I get attacked every single day by the Sheeple that still believe

that the vaccine is safe and works and the government is acting in their best interests!!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JenniPrny, I refuse to call those creatures "sheep." Sheep are warm blooded, affectionate herd animals. Timid and gentle.

Nothing like the Covid zombies. Cold blooded, antisocial, preferring isolation to normal human interaction. Screaming insanely

at the unmasked because they hate the sight of human faces. And mean as snakes too. Quit insulting the cute wooly creatures.

Hard to pity the Covid zombies since they cheer their own deaths. And they've been acting like a**holes for over 18 months. My

guess is they were closet d*cks long before this "pandemic" but now they enjoy the opportunity to let their misanthropy lose

upon the rest of the world for the pleasure of controlling others and making them depressed. The vaxxholes call this "being

considerate." I just avoid them online or off. Have come to the point where I say: let them kill or cripple themselves. They love

tyranny, even when it kills them. They enjoy being vicious micro tyrants themselves. They're hopeless.
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM
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Elizabeth Warren knows about fraud since she fraudulently claims to be a descendant of Pocahontas. (Interestingly Pocahontas’ real

descendants voted for Trump in 2016!)
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM
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Having a father who is directly listed in Salt Lake City as a direct descendent of Pocahontas, it seems the only way to prove that

would be by a genetic test; I cannot afford to, but she can . . . has she done that?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was disappointed to see how obedient the Native Americans were to this new technocratic rule this summer. Everyone on the

reservations were wearing mask. You couldn't go on a tour unless you had a mask on. It's the middle of August, no clouds in the

sky, 95+ degrees outside, and everywhere you looked (N. Arizona/S. Utah) you saw Native Americans wearing mask. They

would quickly mask shame you if you didn't have one on. They have totally bought into this scamdemic!
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Fauxcahontas. According to my paternal grandpa, his great-great grandma was a Blackfoot who married a French trapper. That

makes me every bit as native American as Warren. But I never used my almost 1% heritage to apply for a minority scholarship.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM
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I have not read Dr. Mercolas book, but one book that will put the fear into anyone out there about what was created and will or has

been released is Dr. Richard Fleming's book: Is Covid-19 a Bioweapon? A very scientiPc book showing all the grants for Gain of

Function research that turned SAR-CV 1 into SARS-CV 2, which is a bio weapon of unbelievable destruction with many variants also

created. I also saw an interview with Dr. Zelenko on Rumble a couple days ago where he quoted the patent for the tracking technology

in the mRNA uploads(not vaccines) Patent # 11107588. People seen to be having problems locating the patent, but it can be found

buried in a search and Rumble comments have the exact link(I can't seem to paste and transfer for some reason). Zelenko would not

comment on something unless he was sure about the origins Prst.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You should read this article and watch the video of Dr. Martin explaining how we have been doing GOF research on

coronaviruses since 1999. We had patents on SARS-Cov-1 and MERS. Supposedly, we had patents on Sars-Cov-2 just months

prior to the outbreak. Here's the opening paragraph:

"Since 1999, Dr. Martin has been actively tracking patent applications and approvals for the purpose of identifying suspicious

activity. In the 94-minute video shown below, he shares the Pndings from his research regarding the laboratory development of

a pathogenic coronavirus that started in 1999 and was released initially upon human populations in the SARS CoV-1 in

2002-2003, then again in MERS (Middle East Respiratory Syndrome in 2012, and then again in SARS CoV-2 which was renamed

COVID-19, as shown below with evidence from the primary development lab in Wuhan China." Here's a link to the report. The

video is at the bottom of the report. z3news.com/w/david-martin-presents-evidence-corona-virus-manmade/
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RobertTUda1gmail.com
Joined On 4/16/2021 1:31:31 PM
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Is that not what totalitarian governments do?  For example, former Nazi Germany, Communist Venezuela, CCP, USSR, etc. Now, the

current Democrat Party? Don't we have free speech, free press, etc. anymore?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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We have free press alright. It's free to spread propaganda.
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HealthyisBetter
Joined On 2/10/2021 3:54:46 AM
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We certainly don't in the UK.  The main TV channels are just State propaganda channels now.
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jamNjim
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The press in the USA is literally no better than what is in China, and N. Korea.
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12nlightn351
Joined On 7/15/2021 3:08:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's a compliment but in a very strange delivery. For Warren to take time to write to AMZN she must be receiving incredible pressure

from her state and her political supporters (pharmaceutical companies donating to her). Either that or she has taken the fakeccine and

it's already affecting her rationale and proper brain cell functioning. Your book scares the living sheit out of her ! All she has become is

another zombie politican answering to the push and pull of corporate amerika. Warren is dead to revealing and hearing truth.  Another

victim of the Fakecui Lie.
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StephenDE
Joined On 5/29/2021 5:36:15 AM
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Google her website and send her your thoughts on her contacts page.   If she has lost site of democracy, it probably won't make

much difference but it might annoy someone who has to read and delete them!
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM
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When the global power elite complete their plan for world domination, posers (thinking they could EVER believe they are "in the Big

Club") like these two clowns will be tossed into the Gulags with the rest of us. Watch what happens at the next "election cycle." If they

are all re-elected, you will know we are doomed! If they are tossed out in the trash, we MIGHT have a chance.
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They are too dangerous for the .001% to keep alive. If they survive the uprising of the angry populace beforehand. If that

happens, I can see them contacting Schwab in a panic.  He'll laugh and say, "You are on your own." Macron, Trudeau, and others

will be in similar danger. Either way, they probably won't enjoy the fruits of their treachery. Dementia Joe won't be around for the

fun. Either nature will take its course or he'll "accidentally" fall down some stairs and break his neck.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM
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PPzer in addition to producing an experimental DNA Manipulation tools, also has a role as a BRIBE supplier #ONE in the world.  Nazi

tactics. Nazi way. I'm sure Amazon will keep selling the book. If not, then there are plenty of similar alternatives, not much less

eVcient.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM
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These 'OVcials' need to be asked whether they are in favour of the same methods as those used by the *** in the 30's and 40's? Those

genocidal monsters loved to burn books that spoke up against them.  A sure sign that they were/are very, very sick, mentally....this

kind of behaviour is indicative of an unreasonable fear of loss of control/power. They also need to be asked whether they are still live

in the Victorian era as far a knowledge of human biology is concerned? Dear Dr. Mercola...if they weren't in positions of some power,

we'd be laughing at their 'misbehaviour'
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Ambassador777
Joined On 12/22/2011 6:34:55 AM
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I was running out of character space in the preceding comment (above? Below?). RE Schiff, here was the head of House Intel during

the impeachment of the president saying that “In 2014, Russia invaded a United States ally, Ukraine, to reverse that nation’s embrace

of the West, and to fulPll Vladimir Putin’s desire to rebuild a Russian empire. In the following years, thirteen thousand Ukrainians died

as they battled superior Russian forces.”

Personal factcheck: Since I lived and worked during those years in Ukraine, the fact is that the Obama-Biden regime overthrew, with

great violence, the legitimately elected president of Ukraine, and implemented a policy of genocide-by-proxy, pitting Donetsk, the

second largest city of Ukraine against the Kiev junta (hand-picked by Victoria Nuland (as recorded on tape).  Putin said, “If we would’ve
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second largest city of Ukraine against the Kiev junta (hand-picked by Victoria Nuland (as recorded on tape).  Putin said, “If we would’ve

invaded, it would have been over in two days, not 7 years.”

Ask locals in the Donbas about it and they gripe about Putin for NOT invading to help them out. And the numbers of elderly, women,

and children – too poor to leave the embattled zone – those who perished in the Obama-Biden genocide, is closer to 20,000. Warren

and Schiff have been holding Prm to their Leninist agenda: “The worse it is, the better.” If lying is what it takes, so be it. Two rather

despicable excuses for human beings.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Donetsk is A Russian city. Its population 95% Russians and Russian speaking Ukrainians. Second correction: 90% of those

13000 who died there have been killed by Ukrainian army bombing Donetsk as a punishment for being loyal to Russia and

wanting to join Russia.. Why all this is happening ? It's because of the old traditional hatred to Russia, Prst as Soviet Union since

1917 and now for getting as powerful as Russia was before 1990. Communist witch hunt in US in 1920-30 ? Half of Hollywood

was Pred for being suspected even for slightest sympathies to Soviet Union. So where was the "freedom" ??? and "democracy"

??? "Thousands were sent to jails. Reminder: ukrainians were the best and biggest Hitler supporters. Ukraine a USA

"ally"...hahahaha... or is it the vice versa ? not even that.
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Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you. I don’t feel too far in the outPeld with my attempts to contact Russia as to considering what is really going on and

what position they will be in should this underdeveloped leadership succeed. Those that try to distract always want the victim to

“look!” in the wrong direction so they can succeed doing their dirty work while you are distracted. Where is the military

oversight? There are those that are questioning the leadership from within because they know something is not right. If things

are righted politically, the Rx industry should be escorted to the exit.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Obama and Biden are enjoying their 3rd term. They are picking up where they left off.
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Ambassador777
Joined On 12/22/2011 6:34:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't it curious that Warren and Schiff, who know nothing about medicine, biochemistry, in]ammatory diseases, and front-line work

with patients, are able to discern truth from Pction in Mercola's bestseller. What's even more perplexing is their audacity to censor

alternative opinions. An integrative and functional nutritionist with forty years experience working with the most challenging chronic

and infectious in]ammatory diseases, I fully concur with Mercola but add the following constructive criticism. To prevent covid, one

must heighten immunity; to treat it after Day 2-3 of testing positive, it’s necessary (in otherwise healthy persons) to lower immunity.

To this effect, most persons do well heightening immunity with calcium or sodium ascorbate, beta-glucans (consuming mushrooms,

oatmeal, larch tree arabinogalactan), time release melatonin (1 mg suVces in most persons), raising basal body temperature through

exercise, saunas), avoiding hard liquor (which depletes melatonin), and AVOIDING pork and chicken, plus increasing quality saturated

fats (ghee, egg yolk, coconut oil).

Treating covid by lowering the immune response entails the use of high dosage Vitamin D (25,000-40,000 IU daily), copper (2 mg

daily), green tea and EGCg, ]avonoids luteolin and apigenin, which are most effective at lowering the enzyme kinetics of

phospholipase A2 and xanthine oxidase – drivers of in]ammation, free radical cascades, and oft-fatal oxidative stress. Adding oxygen

to ambient air in a Cuomo ventilator is like adding fuel to the Pre. Correct, patients die from being treated, incorrectly. Perhaps, Warren

should Prst determine if she is white or of color, while Schiff might consider seeking help for pathological lying.
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Schifty and Pocahontas... are pathological liars, narcissistic psychopaths and known electron rigging criminals, basically your typical

dystopian communist frauds in Democrat clothing... but these 'emperors' wear no clothes... the naked truth is obvious, they work for

Rothschild, Rothschild wants y'all dead via murder inc. hospitals and bioweapon vaxxines.
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM
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Who voted them in??
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brandnewtube.com/watch/ask-the-experts-covid-19-vaccine-now-banned-on-..    And I am amazed at how many 'smart and

well-educated' people are getting their third jab...and these are the same people teaching schools and supposedly "educating children"

.....??? ""Give Me One Generation Of Your Children And I’ll Transform Your Country""  

 brandnewtube.com/watch/ask-the-experts-covid-19-vaccine-now-banned-on-..    this is what Jew Lenin said  ....and whats happening

today???
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“Give me four years to teach the children and the seed I have sown will never be uprooted.” —Vladimir Ilyich Lenin. “Destroy the

family, you destroy the country. The way to crush the bourgeoisie is to grind them between the millstones of taxation and

in]ation”. —Vladimir Ilyich Lenin
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sweetcat
Joined On 10/15/2009 11:16:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am shocked!   Elizabeth Warren   R  E  A  D S      B  O  O  K  S ?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I thought she was dix-lix-it?
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watched all the videos ...was all I could stand for one day .......It tbink we should all kill ourselves ...that would show them .....LOL ....
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Joined On 10/5/2014 8:56:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

TOO FUNNY!!!! MORE NEEDED!!!!!
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Mei_Ling
Joined On 6/15/2010 8:48:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You comment reminds me of that infamous scene in Blazing Saddles.  :)
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Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Question: Has Elizabeth Warren been vaccinated? Again, have all these individuals claiming that natural health issues are false been

vaccinated? Has Bill Gates been vaccinated? Perhaps the reason we are now watching classic panic is that they have taken the

experimental treatments and now understand that the truth is surfacing; many already vaccinated are dying soon after. Again, I

suspect that their ego's were unable to comprehend the possibility that ~ 30% of all populations would refuse . . . creating the worst

possible scenario for all these actors; a really signiPcant part of the population are not going to follow their false message. So now

panic has set in. Someone needs to absolutely ascertain whether or not these people have indeed have received their "Jabs".

It seems to be clear that they must have been told the Prst phase would be easy and it would only be at a later stage that there might

be any danger to themselves. Yet now the truth is surfacing world wide, and the danger is running right at them . . . all directly liable for

damages for the suffering they created. Let them burn in hell.
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It would mean that more than 30% of the US population is WAY smarter than they are. Over 70% of the population is smarter

than Joe Biden.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even if the Reset occurs the traitors' lives will be in danger. Enough angry peasants will still be around to storm their castles.

Nancy Pelosi is paranoid because the wicked witch knows how guilty she is. She is not above murdering her own voters. As well

as the other Americans she is SUPPOSED to represent. They are rotten, incompetent governors. All about keeping their power

so they can get drunk every morning and sit around eating over priced ice cream. They sold us into slavery to the globalists. The

question is: will their globalist allies save them if enough angry citizens attack? Not saying that's a good idea, but people are

very angry and feel threatened. The survivors will be the very people the Party hates because they know what the traitors are up

to. Plotting against their fellow French, by appealing to a foreign power--is the true reason King Louis and Marie Antoinette got

beheaded.  Treacherous royals.
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Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM
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Great article, today in The Conservative Woman, a UK online daily website full of great articles, about what is really going on in the

world and driving the tech and Pnancial narrative.  A bit like Catherine Fitts’ thoughts.
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mercolizing
Joined On 3/4/2013 12:45:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yet these Congress and Senate idiots are not upset that books about explicit porn and sex in grade school and high school are being

forced on children without parental consent. Also porn  and gross sexuality is being sold in books and the internet.  Not to mention

they have no problem with sex traVcking on the internet.  NOT A WORD
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BiomedMom1
Joined On 8/30/2012 7:19:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, parents across the country are Pghting their local school boards against the new sex ed curriculum.  One Perce activist and

mother in our area took pictures directly from the textbooks, had them enlarged onto a poster, and presented them to the board

and audience members to show precisely what was being taught in the schools.  The board meetings are televised live ... they

blurred out the pictures because they weren't appropriate yet somehow, it's OK to show them to grade-school students.
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brandt_u
Joined On 11/19/2010 4:11:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can get the book free from zlibrary: book4you.org/.../the%20truth%20about%20covid
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Joined On 1/9/2016 9:34:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for the time on sharing the link with us, brandt_u. Already bookmarked for future reference.
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Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DUMBASSS!   Dr Mercola needs the proceeds from his books and supplements! The website you gave asks for donations to

download the book! THAT MONEY GOES INTO THEIR POCKETS AND NOT DR MERCOLA'S!
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brandt_u
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for your polite reply, big47846. I suppose Dr Mercola is more interested in spreading the word than his proceeds.

Everybody is free to buy the book as long as it is available on Amazon.
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tom987
Joined On 8/31/2021 3:50:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very nice information, and appreciate the efforts you took to communicate this. i just wanted to know if vaccine will disrupt the effects

of essential oils? also im providing a link for buying essential oils for yourself if anyone wanna check hat out.

gyalabs.com/.../immunue-blend-essential-oil
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Macskak
Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is all very...interesting BUT:

What do I have to do with American internal politics - when I live in another country...??

Why my life is badly in]uenced by American politics - when I have no rights to vote or any way in]uence anything in that country - by

living somewhere else.

Why do I have to accept the vax - the chemicals - the internet restrictions - when I live somewhere else...??
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Tree77
Joined On 12/14/2015 10:00:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why not keep this information up on your website? It sounds like Dr. Mercola is caving in somewhat to the demands of Big Pharma by

removing this content after a short time. Apparently, certain entities feel threatened by the truth that Dr. Mercola disseminates. What is

wrong with the truth? Again, why not keep this and other truths up and available on your website?
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When a momma duck fakes a broken wing to protect her ducklings from a threat, is similar to Dr. Mercola faking compliance to

direct the threat to lower hanging fruit... In reality, more little ducks are reviewing and responding to Mercola posts than before,

as we little ducks all rally around our momma duck to protect 'her' from the threat too.
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gioiello
Joined On 4/28/2008 3:31:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, thank you for your informative and truthful posts.  Keep them coming...It's the only way we will know the truth. Bless you!
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The thing that helps Elizabeth Warren is she is so pretty. Her hands opened wide for all to see the truth and her smile bewitches us.

Wish I could take her to dinner and afterwards?
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healthytexaschic
Joined On 8/22/2011 9:14:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr Mercola,

I have been buying as many of your latest book as I can afford to buy and share with my family and friends.  "The Truth about

COVID-19" is a treasure trove of truth and tried and true natural protocols that are providing a pathway to empower many, many

Americans like myself who are committed to taking charge of our own health.  Thank you so much for your unswerving boldness and

commitment to speaking the truth in the face of the unrelenting attacks from the enemies of health freedom.  God speed, carry on!  My

family and I are all with you 100%!!
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its not just about the shots that people don't like and are rebelling against, its like we free citizens are being ordered by our elected

representatives to all wear purple underwear and will have to pull down our trousers or dress each day to show we are obeying or be

punished by a spanking. Our children too.
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It looks like the good news is that the Jew Adam Schiff who is almost certainly a part of TPTB doesn't the Dr. Mercola's book. However,

Dr. Mercola doesn't appear to realize that COVID-19 doesn't exist. It is diVcult, but not impossible, to see past the lies concerning the

germ theory of disease.
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REALTORGUY
Joined On 10/11/2012 1:05:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wouldn't vote for Schiff or Warren even if you paid me.  Luckily for me, I live in Texas, where the governor is smart and strong and

stands by the truth.  Abbott for President!
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19j2362
Joined On 9/23/2018 7:24:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's an old Australian saying "You always know when a politician is lying - it is when their lips are moving!", but it seems we need to

add to this by saying " . . and when they are writing to their favorite press outlet" These people make many false claims and

continuously tell blatant lies whilst claiming to be "people of faith" and to be "Christians" but they are really satanists! John 8:42-47

(NLT) 42 Jesus told them, “If God were your Father, you would love me, because I have come to you from God. I am not here on my

own, but he sent me. 43 Why can’t you understand what I am saying? It’s because you can’t even hear me!

“44 For you are the children of your father the devil, and you love to do the evil things he does. He was a murderer from the beginning.

He has always hated the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he lies, it is consistent with his character; for he is a liar and the

father of lies. 45 So when I tell the truth, you just naturally don’t believe me! 46 Which of you can truthfully accuse me of sin? And

since I am telling you the truth, why don’t you believe me? 47 Anyone who belongs to God listens gladly to the words of God. But you

don’t listen because you don’t belong to God.”
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acctchange
Joined On 6/29/2020 11:46:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, President Trump will be back soon (he never left) and will straighten out this mess with the fake pandemic and forced

masks and jabs.  That should help stop what they are doing to you. biden is not the president and has never been allowed into the

White House in D.C.  All done in movie studios and CGI.  Do you know about Nesara/Gesara?  That is bringing forth 6,000 patents held

back from us by the deep state.  Many of them medical advances including the MedBeds that President Trump is having manufactured

(to do with Telsa technology.)  There will also be healing centers in each state.  The focus will be on natural healing and products

which you sell. I  have received your newsletters for many years and thank you very much for the information and help.    -Janet
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mirandola…your recollection of the Patriot Act is wrong.  It was a truly bipartisan affair.  In the House, the vote was 257 to 69, with 63

Democrats voting against, while 142 voted for.  The Senate vote was 98-1, with Russ Feingold the lone dissenter.
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semcleod
Joined On 12/13/2011 1:52:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Senator Warren heard from me after I read the original news article a couple of weeks ago.  No response which is no surprise.  Keep

up the good work Dr. Mercola.  Based on your advice and the studies from Grassroots Health, I added Vitamin D to my regimen.  Not

only do I think it helped increase my immunity but with a higher potential for colon cancer (UC for 30+ years) I believe it has helped

ease the symptoms attached to my IBD (especially since I am not on any meds and have been in remission for nearly ten years) My

husband was recently diagnosed with prostate cancer and one of the things they recommended and tested for is higher D levels.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do not appreciate attempts to suppress free speech. I am going to Pnd out if the local library carries this... local church libraries...

and I will order a few copies for local libraries if they don't already have it... After I read it myself. I will do it.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There. I just ordered the book. It's in the mail. On the way. I don't buy books through Amazon anymore. I ordered through the bookstore

I prefer. Warren doesn't call them telling them to persecute authors. Amazon is mud. They did not reply rebuking politicians for

opposing free speech.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I guess I will have to buy your book. The advertising of it by the Government has become so feverish, they must all have COVID.  I am

beginning to believe COVID is the common cold plus feverish Government totalitarianism. I am not sure what is in the book. But I now

think it's the COVID cure -since COVID appears to be the common cold plus feverish Government oVcials implementing

totalitarianism.
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No worries Dr. Mercola. The FAKE PANDEMIC and Deciples of Death incl. Gates, Fachi,  The CDC, WHO, and the Rest of the TRAITORS

OF THIS COUNTRY FOR THE NWO just got STABBED IN THE HEART AND MANY WILL BE INDICTED FOR MURDER. FAKE FAUCI WILL

BE THE FIRST TO GO AFTER HE IS SOON REMOVED FROM HIS POST.  NOTHING CAN OVERCOME THE POWER OF GOD.  

🙏

 Dr.

Mercola, you will survive just like we will. I predict Biden is in a FULL BLOWN PANIC and will do something DESPERATE THIS WEEK TO

KICK START THE DEATHSHOT. BUT IT WONT HELP OR CHANGE THINGS.  KEEP THE FAITH DR. 

🤠

 WE ARE IN THIS TOGETHER.

🤝🤝🤝🤝🤝🤝🤝🤝🤝🤝
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tim9641
Joined On 3/23/2021 4:40:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People do not have the right to stop "disinformation." WE THE PEOPLE are the ones to determine truth and choose our own course of

action. Of course there are nuggets of truth and nuggets of lies. But to have someone else do your own thinking is unforgivable. If it is

completely damaging, bring on a law suit,  rather than censor. WE WILL NOT BECOME SLAVES NOW OR NEVER. FIGHT BACK
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dau5577
Joined On 3/18/2016 7:09:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chelsea Clinton?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 2:59:37 PM
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davidhuberfr
Joined On 5/4/2021 2:41:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

must see video from the UK www.brighteon.com/ff7c79ce-367e-478d-aa74-76868f454e4b
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Tradmom212
Joined On 9/20/2021 2:19:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chock full of truths the government doesn't want us to know.  I'm greedy and don't want to share my copy ~ so I ordered 10 more to

give out to family & friends.  Thank you Dr. Mercola !
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Scubamomca
Joined On 8/13/2021 7:27:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Surprisingly, I received a refund from Amazon for Lies About Covid-19..., saying there was a problem with the copy of it, errors in

printing. Amazon included a link to repurchase it but the link went to the Truth About COVID-19... instead. They told me to destroy the

copy they sent me. I'm not doing it unless I get notiPcation from Dr Mercola.
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ReluctantWarrior
Joined On 1/29/2018 8:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry but I already have my copy. It's a blockbuster and I can see why the oVcial medical establishment and Big Pharma do not want it

to continue to sell. Get your copy now before it is banned.
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wink0069
Joined On 4/1/2018 7:01:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Both are FU communists. Folks that’s what all this is about, Covid is a Smokescreen. Jews  invented communism and a half wit liberals

like Warren push it.  Vladimir Lenin said, “ For Communism to work it requires useful idiots.”
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ske5142
Joined On 7/30/2021 12:25:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow !  Modern day Nazism to boot.  Do they fear the truth, wold they kill even Jesus if he walked in? What kind of minds repel truth

anyway? Dr. Mercola is not a against vaccines, except when it is wrongfully done. And the truth always comes out one way or another.

 Look at history.  God did not make junk, nor did God create us to be puppets. Evil is afoot be care Plled.  Pure Love will overcome fear,

yours and mine... even theirs.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Warren, Fauci, Daszak, Schwab, Gov. Northam of Va., and some other names need to be on "The REAL Disinfo Dozen" list. Online

journalist James Corbett has already offered a version of that, but it need constant expansion to the "the REAL Disinfo 100"
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jdistefano
Joined On 7/21/2021 11:41:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Totally unacceptable
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LightOfTruth
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:06:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It actually is just the misinformation...
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ThommyTwoHeads
Joined On 2/4/2021 10:42:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Karmic Ockham's Razor... Censor the Censors:  Bring On the Global Free Speech BrainStorm where the whole population of Individuals

can quickest Pnd Common Survival Interest derived from absolutely transparent conversations by and between each Sovereign

Other...
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4ker.ghf
Joined On 9/20/2021 8:50:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Consider the source of the request of Warren and Schiff.  I would not trust either of them to tell the truth if I were standing in the rain

and they said it was raining.  These two governmental lapdogs will do and say whatever they can to promote lies and harm to the

people of the US.  The only hope for America is a return to the Bible and the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 8:54:18 AM
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sucern
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:37:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have the book by Dr Mercola. I also have some of his herbal products. I see in the back of the book there are more than 30 pages of

bibliographical references. Are these in question too?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 8:49:59 AM
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catrodgers
Joined On 11/6/2016 9:39:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know this is very serious, but I don't buy anything from Amazon.  I stopped years ago when they sued by favorite independent

bookstore over their name, which they had Prst.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 8:05:34 AM
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seanpcbellsouth.net
Joined On 8/19/2021 5:07:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Glad to see Bolshevik censorship is alive and well in the Democrat party.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 6:59:07 AM
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jenniferny
Joined On 3/21/2008 10:40:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Any society that would give up a little liberty to gain a little temporary security will deserve neither and will lose both” -Ben Franklin

*************  I will give up no liberty, and the temporary security you offer is a fallacy and IS POISON!! *************  President Biden,

What you are trying to do with your vaccine mandate Is illegal And unconstitutional. I am not a Sheeple I will never comply!!

**************  I just ordered a second copy of Dr Mercola’s book, The Truth About COVID-19: Exposing The Great Reset, Lockdowns,

Vaccine Passports, and the New Normal, a copy of Robert Kennedy’s book, The Real Anthony Fauci and a copy of Dr Peter Breggins

book, COVID-19 and the Global Predators: We Are the Prey. We MUST support those who are risking their careers, their livelihoods and

even their lives to bring us the truth!!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amazon is taking over the world economy and ruining other "small" business like...Sears, Macy's, let alone the small mom and pop

stores! Is America supposed to be a Government Of Amazon, By Amazon and For Amazon? (Or of/by/for BigPharma)? Boycott

Amazon! Boycott depersonalized algorhythms! Purchase directly from the publisher and from Dr Mercola!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big Tech giants are not innocent, helpless victims. Besides threats they receive plenty of bribes from the oligarchy. The

Democrats are enforcing monopolies.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 8:41:51 AM
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tendeleo
Joined On 6/15/2014 10:55:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

She just outed herself, didn't she?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 6:51:16 AM
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not necessarily. Consider the not very bright people who vote for her.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You only have to be smart enough to set a Dominion Voting Machine algorithm to win an election. Or just hack into one and

change the counts. During the initial investigations into the election fraud being headed by Rudy Giuliani, an expert witness

proved the Dominion Voting Machines could be hacked. He did it right in front of the judge, Giuliani, and investigators.

Supposedly these machines have no internet access. They lied!  Then a county judge in Michigan released the results of a

Dominion voting machine audit and found 68% error rate. The maximum error rate allowed is 0.0008%! So these machines

exceed the error threshold by 85,000 times more than what is allowed.

americanmilitarynews.com/2020/12/mi-judge-approves-release-of-audit-sh..
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bonbon1472003
Joined On 10/21/2009 6:54:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What the newspaper article did for me was to give me the names of 11 more people that I could follow and trust besides  you. Thank

you for the work you do.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When Dr.J.Mercola writes about CCDH, I cannot throw away thoughts about possible connections with Russia. Everybody talks about

China leaving in dark these powerful, smart, and vicious professionals from KGB. They did plenty of harm many decades ago, they do

it now using best tools as possible here in USA.
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ghfnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wrote to Russia yesterday telling them to consider, consider where they would be should China’s plan to bring the USA down.

Might then the cross hair be levied in their direction. I thought it in everyones best interest to “choose your friend’s wisely” It

does not appear that we are under attack by Russia and they are more of in a stance of sitting back and letting CCP do all the

dirty work. Which as I said would strengthen CCP with our demise. Together though, we are more of a checks and balances to

the CCP. Although we were not ‘friends’ during WWII, we fought the same enemy for both our own survival. No our biggest threat

is from within, the greedy left … as if they really know snd understand the consequences of their stupidity.
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PaulCardin
Joined On 2/14/2021 3:31:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I only see 2 × gleaming badges of honour. Well done!
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kcrail
Joined On 7/26/2021 2:41:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wish Glenn Greenwald had paid attention over the past 10 years as women (feminists) were censored, deplatformed and threatened

as "bigots" and "TERFs" for objecting to the medicalization of our children through the transgender/transhumanist movement.  Also

backed by Big Pharma billionaires (Rothblatt, Pritzker, Stryker, Soros) the strategic plan was drafted by Denton's law Prm, and has been

so successful at "]ying under the radar" and "attaching to the gay and *** movement" that most Americans actually believe the

thought-terminating cliche that "trans women are women".  Meanwhile, saying that a woman is an adult human female gets you

banned from social media, and threatened with physical violence.

The COVID pandemic employs the same tactics, using its own thought-terminating cliche "vaccines are safe and effective".  The end

game is the same.  Depopulation, sterilization of children and authoritarian control.  Erasing women and girls in favor of 0.1% of men's

feelings is outrageous.  Jennifer Bilek, Abigail Shrier, and many more.  Listen to women.  Clearly the men cannot manage in harmony

with Mother Earth.
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ZHA.ZHA
Joined On 4/12/2020 5:39:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So they can peddle all the misinformation that they want but don't like it when others "peddle misinformation". Of what a democracy

(or should I say democary) that we live in. Use the basics of science and have an open debate. Today in Canada we have an election

which normally celebrates freedom and choice all all the good things. Yet at the same time, the government is saying that if you don't

get the shot you will lose your job!! How schizophrenic! What rose coloured glasses many people live with.
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To have an open debate, some people need to have an open mind. I’m sorry but some people don’t have one, Elizabeth Warren

for example.
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ghfnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its ok, you lose your job because you don’t commit suicide and they have backup immigrants who are exempt from vaccination

to Pll your job status. If the vax were really about stopping the spread, what rational do they try to smoke screen everyone with

the immigrant being vaccine exempt. My early years walking through the cow pasture gave me the ability to not have to look

down to know I was ready to step in a cow pie. Ah the aroma that comes from the Democratic elite! For that matter, the entire

left.
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HappyGreen
Joined On 9/20/2021 6:21:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funeral director’s observations www.bitchute.com/.../gigUyK3yLtMU
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HappyGreen, I watched the entire video. The funeral director's only mistake is saying that he is sacriPcing himself by blowing

the whistle on the "vaccines" and masking. That is NOT a self-sacriPcial act ! That is a rationally selPsh act of asserting the

legitimate individual rights to self-preservation, self-ownerhip, personal liberty, and bodily autonomy. Self-sacriPce would

consist of knowing how false, dangerous, and unjust the "vaccine" and mask mandates are, and complying with them.
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NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Arthur…how very Randian of you.
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cetok01yahoo.com
Joined On 11/15/2020 7:26:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are the new ***, in virtually every way except their internationalist bent - which would make them Soviet-style communists

instead of nationalist communists. What else would you expect from them?
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cam7371
Joined On 6/21/2020 1:35:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These people will go down in history as evil book burners and suppressors of knowledge.
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ghfnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let us pray and hope they ‘go down’.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And genocidal mass murderers. What the "needle in every arm" is really about. A decimated population is easier to Reset.
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sarahjay
Joined On 11/16/2011 7:24:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I sent a message directly to Elizabeth Warren with my opinion. Recommend others do the same, keeping it cordial and civil of course.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sarahjay, You advise "keeping it [one's messages] cordial and civil of course".  To hell with THAT !! Tell me what is "cordial and

civil" about this Statist psychopath's demand that a private business owner do as she commands by removing a book from his

online venue, speaking to him as if he were her white-n!gger slave, and she his legitimate owner. NO !!

Elizabeth Cvntahontas Warren must be told, not just in print or in an email, but to her face that she is an evil, reprehensible b!tch

who deserves the killing that she and her Statist ilk are begging for; that she and her fellow psychopaths deserve what the

Ceaucescus and other tyrants received; and she must be told that those whom she and her fellow Statists mistakenly "think"

they own and "rightly" rule and treat as their personal human property will make them feel pain and fear during their last minute

alive. Warren and her fellow Statists must not be threatened but promised to their faces that they will die at the hands of those

whom they mistakenly "think" they are entitled to rob and rule.

People who take their legitimate rights seriously, including their rights to self-ownership, personal liberty, bodily autonomy,

self-defense, and their private property rights, must promise her to her face that they will vaccinate her and her fellow aspiring

tyrants from life and make them wear masks consisting of six feet of soil over their dead bodies for their many expressions of

initiated violence in the form of lockdowns, business shutdowns, and mandates. Enough is enough--and enough has been far

too much for the past two years, and for many years before ! Here's hoping that the Statist creature sees my comment. I

welcome and am prepared for its response.
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DaveEboy
Joined On 4/29/2021 2:48:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmm, who were the last book burners..?? The *** in the 1930's methinks...looks like the New *** are taking over..what a world we live

in of late, 1984 has become reality.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course they want your book burned.  What wonderful free advertising!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will buy it not only because it promises to be an excellent book, but out of disgust for and objection to the book burning

attempt.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is a cruel step for misinformation to triumph. It is about marginalizing the knowledge based on true science that Dr. Mercola

is offering to humanity. It is about attacking those who believe in freedom. It is about establishing a news network commanded

by the state, as Dr. Mercola has manifested "the truth of the state" a deep state full of interests by a devastating technocracy.

Despotic leaders can only stay in power by hiding the truth of what they are doing from the people they rule. There can be no

meaningful democracy if there is only one source of information managed centrally and under tyrannical control.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sales of his book should see a jump!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A must watch!  This reveals a lot about misinformation! rumble.com/.../vjzsz2
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micuda
Joined On 11/12/2010 7:49:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

of course, we are to assume the two senators have the 'real' truth
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moi70988
Joined On 7/27/2018 4:52:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Evil equals good in today's world cruelly and sadly.  I spoke to a mum of a vaccine damaged child who was 8 months when she

received a vaccine.  In UK there is no one to help them or provide helpful information advice.  She told me a few weeks after her child

was brain damaged their might be a possibility that her child's arm might be amputated.  People need to be informed, that these

events do occur before making an informed decision.

My dad died as a ]u vaccine casualty. A neighbour died of a massive stroke with the current vaccine. Many friends pre-existing health

conditions have got progressively worse after the current vaccine.  This is not misinformation this is God's honest truth. How crazy is

it Whitty, a UK version of Fauci is peddling the notion that we should be ashamed of telling the truth which does not support their

campaign of evil and we are spreading fear.  This must be the best example of an oxymoron in the history of the human race.

I already have your books and other books which give good informed advice on vaccine.  Knowledge is power and they want to keep

people in the dark. So many people are being neglected by the NHS and left to die at home. Ambulances are summoned but do not

come as "you are not an emergency if you are still breathing apparently", and the person who needed help was unconscious on the

ground and was a teenager.

I am thankful for everything you have done and in the end the truth always will prevail.  We can always prayforthe truth bearers of our

time to the one will will listen and knows full well who really cares not the ones who peddle falsehoods for proPt.  No wonder it is

harder for a rich man to enter heaven because their Prst and last love is money. God bless you for caring Dr Mercola.  You will be in our

prayers for ever more.  I was blessed to meet an elderly lady walking her dog who told me about what you you do.
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mercolizing
Joined On 3/4/2013 12:45:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How are we going to make it to the 22 midterms let alone 24.  I'm losing hope. Thank you Dr. Mercola for your bravery and continued

commitment to your convictions to bring us all the information that is saving our lives and keeping us informed.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nazi Pelosi is working feverishly to rewrite all the election laws and spend as much money as possible before 2022 ever gets

here!
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Galeforce
Joined On 12/29/2012 9:03:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How would any of those critics even know what was truth or misinformation? They are not scientists, or qualiPed in any way to judge.

They reveal their ignorance of the basic concept of freedom of speech - regardless of whether it is enshrined in a constitution, law or

any democratic system. Without freedom of speech democracy collapses - which is exactly what is happening around the world.

Elizabeth Warren might as well stand up and tell the world that the USA is no longer a democracy, that the constitution is null and void,

and that nobody has freedom of speech rights anymore!
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“Could it be because the ‘Disinfo Dozen’ are actually telling the truth, and the truth has a tendency to win against all odds?“ You might

be telling the Truth, or what is more likely is that your interpretation of the observed ‘facts’ differs from the interpretation put forward

by the oVcial narrative. That’s called scientiPc inquiry. Who is correct is initially not the issue here. The issue has to be the free and

open debate on which interpretation is nearest the Truth.

So stop with the hand wringing and politicising and force the other side to debate those ‘facts’ which it is claiming are wrong or

disinformation. The general public isn’t stupid: if it walks like a duck and quacks like a duck chances are it is a duck. Otherwise by

playing dirty and appealing to base emotionalism of your readers you risk losing the moral high ground and the morality it enshrines.

We don’t need martyrs. We need core hard facts and the people in science and politics courageous enough to stand up and debate

them. Unfortunately your quoted sources are usually either MSM outlets (suspect) or alternative outlets (unsubstantiated) so not

evidentially strong. If you must Pght, Pght science with science.

One last thing. I am buying your book, not necessarily because I will agree with everything you say, but because I sure as hell want to

defend your right to say it. I also appreciate you have an organisation to run and maintain and likely need the money. In that way you

are no different to any others business, including Phizer, Moderna, and J&J, whose pecuniary ethics I would instinctively question

more than I would yours. Good luck.
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cnuyengmail.com
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Add as Friend  Send Message

This coming from an arm waving, lying, Democrat ***! God forgive me but I truly HATE that fake indian woman! Pocahontas needs to

STFU instanter!
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melissa314hotmail.com
Joined On 9/20/2021 2:53:22 AM
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I'll buy 10 of your books, just to piss them off! The audacity of these people.
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TRISHA725
Joined On 2/12/2021 2:35:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK DR. MERCOLA.  We know today’s DEMONRATS are corrupt to their rotten core since they threw God out of

their party. And so far whatever they govern turns into a cesspool of Plth feces and drug-addicted mentally ill homeless folks

proliferating the streets of their districts. They should NEVER be permitted to govern and should all be thrown out of oVce!
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hgarner2000
Joined On 4/29/2011 11:33:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting.  I thought Amazon had already done massive amounts of censoring.  They've already taken down some informative

documentaries because of Adam Schiff.  Now Amazon is coming off as a champion of free speech and the First Amendment.
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Adam Schiff is dead ,executed a few weeks ago ... however democrats are well known for using body doubles ...even biden is

one ...his name is Arthur Roberts! It keeps the illusion of power and control going!
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NigelHowitt
Joined On 2/26/2013 2:27:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ANY CREDIBLE INVESTIGATION INTO THE CAUSE OF THE PANDEMIC HAS TO START AT THE BEGINNING, AT THE FUNDAMENTALS.

START BY TRYING TO FIND EVIDENCE SUPPORTING THE CLAIM THAT INFECTIOUS PARTICLES EXIST, AND THEN PROVE THAT THEY

ARE CAUSAL IN ANY ILLNESS. UNTIL THESE ARE DONE TO A SATISFACTORY STANDARD OF PROOF INVOLVING A MEANINGFUL

DEFINITION OF THE WORD "ISOLATION" ALL ELSE IS A WASTE OF TIME THAT WILL NEVER GET TO THE BOTTOM OF THE ISSUE.

WHY IS THIS SO HARD FOR SEEMINGLY RATIONAL MEN TO GRASP? Nigel Howitt of www.lawfulrebel.com
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ale11091
Joined On 3/22/2015 4:10:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Myfreedoctor.com Go here for early treatment prescriptions.
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zolkis
Joined On 12/18/2010 12:31:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am not convinced your arguments are right, but I do defend your right to public speech and public debate, including writing a book.

Without that, there is less chance anyone could hear both sides of the arguments. Scrutiny is good, transparency is good. We should

not concede to opinion dictatorship, whichever side it is pushed from. If someone is not happy with your arguments, should publish

counter-arguments, especially if they do have the means. Yes, it's slow and time consuming, but that redundancy also makes society

more resilient to big bets/errors, with the price of slower reaction to events.
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GaryMcCollom
Joined On 4/26/2021 4:25:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So having said all that one would think you would cast aspersions towards those trying to stop Mr.Mercola rather than

questioning whether or not he is right. And yes he is absolutely right and why? Because he goes to others who have more

experience and knowledge of these topics and that adds his own expertise and thoughts. Much the same way I disseminate

stories.
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jamNjim
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Add as Friend  Send Message

zolkis, can you provide some links that supports your doubt? Do you have any credible references like Dr. McCullough, Dr.

Martin, or Dr. Ardis?
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zolkis, You said, "I am not convinced your arguments are right..." Please share with us which arguments you think are mistaken

and your evidence that supports your disagreement with them.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello Everyone,   Lets look at this...... 5% of any population can REALLY think!   10% of the population who THINK can think they CAN

think...and some times they can. 85% or any population, would rather DIE than think!!! How and we do move this forward ??
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GaryMcCollom
Joined On 4/26/2021 4:25:59 AM
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While all of the above is true I look at it this way, God said to never give up on anyone.
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Change the way schools teach ... they stopped teaching kids to think and reason ...indoctrination rules !
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gary, Steve I love your responses. Bravo!!! And I echo you both in your calls. I think a lot of the unthinking is because of denial, it

is hard to face the reality that some people are capable of so much wrongdoing and even evil. I also think it is the TV, which

thinks for us, the computers ditto, and hence people are hypnotically programmable. And education as Steve said, discouraging

independent thinking. That is de-education, not education. TIme for a shift! Last but not least, parents need to teach their

children ethics, morals, independent thinking, and that we can earn a good living by doing good instead of harm. This is a moral

responsibility. If people are ethical and moral, we will have a much better world, and better quality of life.
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HealingMindN
Joined On 5/1/2007 5:34:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What I Pgure is the damns must be spiritually sick for all their Pnger pointing and everything they've done to please their great reset

masters; there must be some kind of con-current cancer in their bodies. Their hearts, maybe? What I've learned about life-negative

people is they always have some kind of well guarded sickness.
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So true, i've often speculated this, spiritual dePciency of some sort, otherwise why would the truth bother them so, almost like

an allergy.
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TRISHA725
Joined On 2/12/2021 2:35:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They threw God out of their party a couple years ago and that opened a portal for demon possession. They are at best devoid of

commonsense and moral integrity and what’s currently occupying the White House is a train-wreck on track to destroy the

country
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A friend said very insightfully ,that only those who do not see Spirit in life, are capable of such harm as is now being done. They

do not even recognize the Spirit in everyone and everything, said this person, let alone see it. Love is the answer. Seek the divine

in all. We all may be imperfect beings, but we all have a core of light, and this is our true being.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i agree Trisha. Look at their eyes, faces, the way they hold their mouths. Their creepy voices. Their insane words. The Dems

aren't right in the head because they aren't right in the heart or soul. Demonization is what I think when I see Pelosi or one of the

other head honchos give a speech,
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carmoora
Joined On 10/10/2006 5:48:26 PM
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Modern governments as well as ancient ones were  psychologically Pred up about regulating the information circulating within their

people. Nothing has changed. One agent in the British secret service told me there was general right and wrong paranoia everywhere

about "misinformation".  He said "in September 1965 , the CIA circulated a lengthy document to every member of the US Congress

describing the activities of the KGB's 'Department of Dezinformatsiya (disinformation)' . This was just playing the business of lies

before truth and how to  con people in and out of government. Seems not much has changed over the past 60 years. Except perhaps

private business is now MUCH more involved in running the show.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM
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I share our common experiences of the other side attacking on other than intellectual grounds and even worse -- censorship while the

propaganda side wishing to impose this upon an unwilling population gets the benePt of billions of dollars from our tax dollars

including mine used against me in the form of public service announcements with ridiculous claims of "Safe and Effective." To that

claim, I ask them to produce the long term results.  Obviously, they can't because there is no long term.  Related is: What will be the

unintended consequences? Proof of the claim of "Safe and Effective" not existing means I have successfully countered what is

effectively accepted by the general public as a promise of "Safe and Effective" from those they hold in high esteem and trust. Further, I

call that claim of "Safe and Effective" as abuse of that esteem and a betrayal of that trust.
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the old days they both were not still be alive!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No kidding! I keep saying exactly that. Man! If this were the 1960's they would all be hiding in their basements! Look how dumb,

complacent, and obedient we have become. These people are literally getting away with murder and we just step back and

watch.
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JULILU
Joined On 9/20/2021 1:04:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HaHa - And they think they're going to rule thru algorithms - when they're the ones running behind us!!!
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Freedomofchoice1
Joined On 10/2/2012 12:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is just getting worse instead of a light at the end of the tunnel…. The goal posts are being shifted all along same in Australian

States of Victoria and NSW New South Wales.  BUT to Pnd that Dr Mercola personally is still being pursued and that they now want to

ban his book... that should prove to all those still believing the Governments that they are most certainly not looking after their

respective peoples’ health and well being.

But besides another global Bully known just as BG….who else is behind this atrocious “global” attack on the freedoms of the world’s

population?? WHAT have they got over the Leaders of the free worlds? OR what incentives have they given? for leaders to shut down

their mostly democratically run systems and hurt their own people??? I have read “names” also mentioned here… but WHO has done

what, where do the “orders” come from and WHY are the majority of what we used to call “leaders” follow these ridiculous “demands

or instructions”>>>??  WHO in their right mind wants to destroy their own country? RE availability of Dr. Mercola’s book via Libraies….

I would not long term rely on that, the world has seen numerous “titles of childrens books{ and adult books being removed over the

last 2 silly years.. few people objecting…I have bought the book 2 x to make sure  I will have these honest comments for ever… I

sincerely hope that this book will NOT be “removed:<< However One thought…. WHY are you offering this via Amazon.. another

Australian Author of a very healthy and very critical book in Australia also had problems with her book and could only have it printed in

the UK   and she sells if from her own business…. NOW semi retired… so why not add this to your “market” and sell it yourself?????

 There are some Politicians in Australia speaking out, loudly against this gobal fraud.. also offering Petitions to tell the Gov we don't

want vaxx "Passports to enter everywhere... also some on strike OR threatening strike
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Freedomofchoice1, I think that to the psychotic holders of incomes larger than many small nations (or their mad Pnancial

operatives) we are simply statistics related to  their earnings.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ Freedomofchoice1,  get Dr M book from his publisher (that how I did it) Chelsea Green Publishing. Don't use Amazon. Cheers.
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gal854972
Joined On 2/16/2017 9:27:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I already have it, but you could nake it freely available as a downloadable, in return for a donation to Children's Health Defense..  Ask

people to share a link and  It will spread like wild-Pre.  Momentum is building.
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janicedonaldsongooglemai
Joined On 8/4/2021 12:56:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do I buy your book, as I live in Scotland?  Amazon is not delivering here. Thank you for all your great work. Janice Donaldson.
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ZelenaWhite
Joined On 2/28/2016 5:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, it is available on Kindle. :)
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SpiceOddity
Joined On 7/28/2021 2:34:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.mercolamarket.com/.../books-media   should let you buy the book from his own website.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Janice, I live in Scotland too. I bought Dr. Mercola's book several months ago from Blackwells book seller online. I looked it

up just now and its still available to purchase @ £14.99 - a very good price. Good luck
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Cid052
Joined On 2/25/2010 1:17:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So I received this link in my email "Renowned Cardiologist Unveils Early COVID Treatment Plan", and was very interested in reading

about this protocol; however the link brings me here? This has happened several times with the Mercola newsletters I receive in my

eMail. Wish they would Pnd a way to Px this problem.
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Alfurs
Joined On 8/27/2020 3:44:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've studied the world's evil politics for 27 years.  For most of these years it did not make complete sense.  It was only when I started to

read the Bible that everything fell into place.   Surprisingly, the Bible conPrmed my many years of studies.  What is happening today

was prophesied in the Bible 20000 years ago!! I learned that ALL Bible prophesies have come true so far, and will continue to do so.

 Nobody can change the course of events spoken about in the Bible.  For anyone who is interested, the main Bible books to read are:

 Revelation, Daniel, and Matthew.  Censorship will steadily increase until we have been stripped of most things.  The slogan of the

antiChrists (satanists) of the NWO (WEF) is that we'll be happy with nothing.  The only way out of this downward spiraling mess is to

accept Jesus as our Lord and Savior.  Read the Book and KNOW how this will end.
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scraps
Joined On 12/21/2010 3:45:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People who think they have power will use it in ways they should not.  I hope the politicians will take a step back, read the book

and other informed sources to discover what so many here and elsewhere know about vaccines, Dr. Fauci, etc.
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The article repeats a lot of information multiple times. Not, say, twice, but Pve or more times. Please tidy these before posting.
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Zip5473
Joined On 3/27/2018 6:10:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I want the book but refuse to support Amazon in any way . Can I buy it from your website ?
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BrunoB0
Joined On 9/19/2021 11:33:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With the banning of your best seller book, I strongly recommend that you e-mail to us, your supporters, your book in pdf. We will print

and distribute it to our colleagues and friends worldwide. Time to expose the global predators and their nefarious activities. Many

thanks and best regards.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/19/2021 11:39:53 PM
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cat6071
Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can’t get my doctor to prescribe me Ivermectin cuz it’s not FDA approved. Been very sick for 6 days now.  Dr. Mercola, can you write

me a script for 12 mg?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 2:25:10 AM
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shannonaz
Joined On 6/30/2011 12:15:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually, Ivermectin is FDA approved, just not for Covid.  You can get it at the FLCCC headed by Dr. Pierre Kory.  -Click on quick

link "get Ivermectin".  This will take you to a list of doctors that will prescribe, you can use arrows at bottom to scroll through

pages of which states they are in & Pnd your state. Some can prescribe in multiple states.  A friend of mine came down with

Covid last week, ordered on a Friday, Ivermectin delivered by Monday.  Doctors have various fees...his was $90 for the consult,

Ivermectin itself was around $60.  Highway robbery for a medicine that cost $7, but the only work around with the tyranny we

are in. :(  Does anyone know of a cheaper way to get Ivermectin? covid19criticalcare.com

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 2:40:40 AM
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Or try:  Text2MD.com  on your phone

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 2:44:09 AM
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GaryMcCollom
Joined On 4/26/2021 4:25:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medicati..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 2:53:02 AM
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ZelenaWhite
Joined On 2/28/2016 5:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Invermectin helps the absorption of zinc. So long as you take zinc with quercetin or the green-tea product EGCG you should

start getting better. Hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin as well as Quercetin and EGCG are called ionophores. They enhance zinc

absorption while zinc stops the spike protein from entering the cell. Hope this helps and good luck.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 2:58:31 AM
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Go with Quercetin and zinc sulfate in the meantime, NAC and Lipo VitC. Are you taking VitD3+K2 already?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 3:58:33 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.sigmaaldrich.com/ES/es/product/sigma/i8898?gclid=Cj0KCQjw1ouKBhC5A..  ~

www.vesalius.edu/buy-ivermectin-for-covid-19-over-the-counter  ~

www.earlychildhood.org/buy-stromectol-ivermectin-online-at-lowest-pric..  ~ order-rxpills.com/.../view  ~

www.pushhealth.com/.../ivermectin  ~ www.aprx.org/home/ap?gclid=Cj0KCQjw1ouKBhC5ARIsAHXNMI-S6wBd342PgnO4nh5..

 ~ evo-pharmacy.com/order-stromectol-online-es.html?t=serp&search=str..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 4:17:52 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Florida has one of the largest networks of doctors/clinics offering Ivermectin for Covid-19 treatments in the USA. Try this one in

Florida: https://www.Pushhealth.com   Enter name and email address and hit return. It will take you to another page where you

enter a code: DCARRERA Then you just Pll in the blanks.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 11:31:27 AM
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

cat6071 - if you are 6-days into this infection, you need to act right away.  If you cannot get Ivermectin or HCQ, at the very least,

start taking quercetin, which is a zinc ionophore.  Take the quercetin (at least 500mg) with zinc (at least 50 mg).  Although

quercetin has anti-viral properties of its own, it is the zinc that will be providing the more potent anti-viral properties.  Also, try

nebulizing with Dr. Mercola's formula for H2O2 (hydrogen peroxide) or Budesonide (may require a prescription).  Quercetin is an

over-the-counter supplement).  You can buy a nebulizer at most pharmacies.  Buy one that comes with a face mask (or you may

need to buy one separately).  Also, if you contact the doctors at ]ccc.com, for a consultation fee, they will send an prescription

to your pharmacist for HCQ or Ivermectin.  Do not wait another day.  The 1st 7-days are critically important to reduce viral

replication.  You may also need to start taking full-strength aspirin, to counter any clotting issues, especially if treatment is not

started with the Prst 5-7 days.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 3:02:57 PM
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jenniferny
Joined On 3/21/2008 10:40:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“ transgender/transhumanist movement” ... Transgender individuals and the Transgender Movement have absolutely NOTHING to do

with the Transhumanist Movement.  Transgender: Identifying as or having undergone medical treatment to become a member of the

opposite sex.  Transhumanist: A belief that humans should strive to transcend the physical limitations of the mind and body by

technological means.  I hate to disappoint you, but transgender women are women!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 7:05:52 AM
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jenniferny said, "I hate to disappoint you, but transgender women are women!" Your XY chromosomes beg to disagree. One can

physically alter one's body, but not one's sex chromosomes. One remains for life either male or female to one's biological core.

Disagree ? That's your misfortume. Reality says, "Tough sh!t !"

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 9:52:13 PM
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jenniferny
Joined On 3/21/2008 10:40:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

arthurrieloutlook.com, I never thought that I would run across a transphobic bigot here, sadly I was wrong!!! ………………………

………………………

………………………

………………………

For my whole life I have always believed in live and let live and that everyone needed to be treated equally no matter their race,

color, religion, sex, sexual preference or gender identity. Unfortunately there are people like Adolph Hitler and you that make this

world a prejudicial and bigoted world! But hey, I still believe in live and let live, even for transphobic bigots such as yourself!!

………………………

………………………

………………………

………………………

My father was a lot like you. If you were not a member of the pure white race and of a religion that he approved of and a

heterosexual, he had a derogatory name to call you, and he did this with gusto on a daily basis. As I went through life, I got to

know some of the people that he disparaged and called names every day. I learned that the vast majority of the people that he

disparaged every day were just like everyone else in the world, save their different race, religion, color, sexual preference and/or

gender identity. They were, unlike my father, good honest accepting people. One of the biggest differences between most

people, including all different races, different religions, different colors, sexual preferences and gender identity was that the vast

majority of people accepted everyone else in the world, whereas racists, bigots, homophobes and transphobes looked for

reasons to hate anyone and everyone that was in any way different than they were. I decided that the racist,

bigoted,homophobic and transphobic view of the world and it’s people was wrong, and I began to feel sorry for and pity those

who were the racist, bigoted, homophobic and transphobic, so arthurrieloutlook.com I feel sorry for and pity you and your sad,

distorted and prejudicial view of the world and its people!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 11:07:51 PM
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squirrel2001
Joined On 6/16/2021 7:37:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So this article was supposed to be about early treatment, but it's not.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 8:07:39 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My email headline said "Elizabeth Warren and Adam Schiff Want My Book 'Burned'". When I open the email and click on the link

to this report the headline changes to "US OVcials Demand Ban on Dr. Mercola’s Book". You must have read something else.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 9:17:07 AM
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only books that need burning are the Marxist rags on campus, Margaret Atwood fear porn, post modernist antisocial globalist crap

like Anal-Schwab's book and the medical fraud journals, like the Lancet, might as well burn witches promoting that drivel too.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 4:06:45 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We can't talk of burning "their" books or we'd be just like them. We can only counter those ideas with the truth.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 7:51:33 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I can get it cheap, I plan on buying Schwab's book. It's a confession of his plans. It red pilled me successfully. The

Handmaiden's Tale is stupid, (the TV show is far worse than the book) but the solution is good literature. And Atwood has

written that too. I recommend Margaret Atwood's novel Oryx and Crake for a better dystopia/apocalypse tale. About the end of

civilization due to genetic engineering and bio warfare. A timely fable no one seems to have heard of. Interesting.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 8:57:02 AM
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kevin131, No, no book, however reprehensible and controversial its content, "need[s] burning". You reveal yourself to be a

coward fearful of ideas that you despise, your ineptitude to use your mind and tongue to dispute and refute them, and thus ally

yourself with your enemies if you do that.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 9:38:52 PM
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joe5050
Joined On 12/10/2015 10:25:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

realrawnews.com/.../shifty-adam-schiff-faces-Pring-squad  It's possible that Adam is dead. Soon to come; Bill Gates and Hunter Biden

and Chelsea Clinton.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 11:36:20 AM
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Adam Schiff could not have sent a letter to anyone September 9th ... he was executed at Gitmo ( Pring squad) August 13th 2021! Bill

Gates will follow on October 5th!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 3:12:37 AM
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cnuyengmail.com
Joined On 2/26/2011 10:41:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I sure would like to believe what you have said. I keep hearing about this type of thing, yet I have never seen any proof. I would

like to volunteer if Gates comes up to the post! That ***, ugly, disgusting, Plthy rotten example of a Human Being gone bad, born

of devils own seed! He owes me hundreds of hours time for sitting on the phone, unscrewing his, not ready to be published or

sold, OS to the world! Can I be the one to "Pull" whatever device it happens to be that will terminate this trash?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 4:17:18 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

NaplesDan
Joined On 11/14/2018 9:10:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Steve, you crack me up.  Great troll. Some here think you are serious.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/20/2021 10:25:34 PM
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